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Abstract
With the high industrial acceptance of lithium-ion batteries as an electric vehicle
(EV) energy source, it is necessary to examine these batteries for critical safety
issues. The contribution of this research is to investigate the state of charge
(SOC) dependent thermal runaway detection of 18650 lithium-ion batteries due
to mechanical abuse conditions. To achieve accurate results, an experimental
setup was designed to capture temperature variations and deformation of the
battery due to loading conditions, where four test protocols were used which
were rod, circular punch, three-point bend and flat plate. The numerical
simulation model was used for the battery layered model where the concentric
layered formation was used for the single battery model. The proposed numerical
simulation model integrates both temperature and structural changes.
To ensure accuracy, validation of the numerical simulation model was achieved
by comparing these results with experimental results. The validation analysis of
battery behaviour shows that the compared results are in good correlation with
experimental work and the numerical simulation model can be used for the single
battery layered model. Furthermore, numerical simulation analysis of impact load
is conducted where results, using quasi-static and impact load, are compared to
understand sequential failures and short circuit leading to thermal runaway.
Deformation of cells mimics thermal runaway where various thermal runaway
detection strategies are employed in this work, including; force-displacement,
voltage-temperature, stress-strain, SOC dependency and separator failure.
Results show that a cell can undergo severe conditions even with no fracture or
ii

rupture, which may be slow to develop but they can lead to catastrophic failures.
Short circuit displacement was used as an indication of initial failure for all test
conditions and mean short circuit displacement was 6.94mm for all test protocols.
Numerical simulation results show that with the moderate number of elements
where element size is 1mm for active materials and current collectors, better
results can be achieved.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Research background
With the high industrial acceptance of lithium-ion batteries as an electric vehicle
(EV) energy source, it is necessary to examine these batteries for critical safety
issues. Safety of these batteries is addressed widely with several combinations,
and new testing techniques are being implemented to avoid well-known safety
concerns which will enhance battery life and lead to better and reliable use in
the EV fleet. Abusive conditions for lithium-ion batteries is one of the concerns
in this regard where these issues are not discussed in great detail. Abusive
conditions for batteries varies and depends on operating conditions as well as
environmental impacts (Lotfi, et al., 2013; Jeon and Baek, 2011; Wang, et al.,
2011).
EVs still face criticism due firstly to range anxiety where the concern is that a
car will run out of charge before it has reached its intended destination. Another
issue which has recently received attention in the press is the fact that on
several occasions the battery pack has ruptured and exploded. Two battery
fires caused Mitsubishi to halt production of the all-electric i-MiEV. It has been
suggested that after a small incident the battery pack was slightly damaged and
the pack overheated (Morris, 2013).
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Recent battery incidents have brought many challenges for the battery
manufacturers, in particular, safety. In the USA, the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA), organises safety testing of electrified vehicles
where certain measures are taken to evaluate the safety of these vehicles in
addition to Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS). Safety rating of
vehicles is used where crashworthiness of vehicles is tested and assigned
these ratings accordingly by NHTSA. The first reported battery incident during
testing was reported in 2011, when NHTSA performed a side crash test of a
plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, Chevy Volt (Smith, 2012). After the test, when
the vehicle was parked in the garage, the battery pack caught fire after one
week of the original testing, which did not harm personnel but the battery pack
was destroyed. After investigation, the NHTSA report could not replicate the
original fire, however, they designed the environment in which original vehicles
are tested during evaluation. Similar incidents on a Tesla Model “S” captured
media attention and criticism from the users. A series of three vehicle incidents
occurred in Tesla's Model “S” where the battery pack caught fire due to
crashes. Out of those three incidents, two were the result of a vehicle hitting
debris which ruptured battery pack underneath the floor and on one occasion,
due to a high-speed vehicle collision, the battery pack caught fire (Lingeman,
2013; Moloughney, 2013). One of the reason for media and public attention
was the 5-star rating awarded by NHTSA. Figure 1.1, shows a Tesla Model “S”
fire after an incident where the car hit debris. Immediate precautions were
implemented by Tesla where a thick firewall was used for battery pack
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protection (Musk, 2014). Independent investigators reported these Tesla
incidents as the occurrence of thermal runaway, where heat generation of
batteries exceeded heat dissipation, and uncontrolled temperature leads to a
battery fire. The type of batteries used in the Tesla Model “S” are cylindrical
18650 lithium-ion batteries. Tesla’s model “S” fire after an incident reported in
Seppala (2013) is shown in figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Tesla model “S” fire after an incident (Seppala, 2013)

Similar battery failures were observed during the current research work, where
large format lithium-ion batteries used in other projects caught fire on three
separate occasions. On two of the occasions, the batteries used were 90Ah
LiFePO4, where, in the first event, the 90 Ah battery was overcharged which
affected the battery and after some time the battery started swelling and then a
release of gas and smoke was observed. Due to its different nature, no data
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about electrical and thermal characteristics is available. On another occasion,
the battery module which had 30 batteries connected in series, caught fire,
where one of the batteries had a loose connection which caused unbalanced
voltages in the module, and after some time the battery plugged in the middle of
the module caught fire due to heat generation inside the battery. Figures 1.2 (a,
b, and c), show a battery pack fire in the lab.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 1.2: (a) Battery module with ruptured cell after fire, (b) loose connection
which initiated degradation, (c) casing damage and swelling

Tesla model “S” incidents and battery fire incidents in the lab are few in the
examples of battery failure due to abusive conditions. It is also evident that the
occurrence of failure and failure response varies due to the type of abuse but in
all the above mentioned cases, battery failure led to thermal runaway. Thermal
runaway is the event which takes place due to battery failures which is evident
from the literature (Liu, et al., 2017; Lei, et al., 2017; Wang, et al., 2016;
Escobar-Hernandez, et al., 2016; Shan, 2016; Melcher, et al., 2016; Mendoza,
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et al., 2015) but thermal runaway detection due to operating conditions is not
found in the literature.
Available literature indicates various types of battery failures and failure
response due to abusive conditions, such as nail penetration, mechanical
crush, heating up cells, amongst others.

Little research has, however,

investigated the Sate of Charge (SOC) dependent thermal runaway failures.
Liu, et al. (2017), have investigated the effects of the SOC and the charging–
discharging process on the thermal runaway of 18650 lithium-ion batteries. In
their study, electric heating, used to initiate thermal runaway and effects of
SOCs on the thermal runaway, are considered, however short circuit initiation
and sequential failures are not considered; in addition the temperature change
rate was not involved. The lack of research in this area of research, as well as
the vital role of the mechanical failure on the battery safety and stability,
directed us to investigate this issue in detail. In this research cylindrical 18650
batteries with lithium cobalt dioxide chemistry are used.
1.2 Overview and research hypothesis
The purpose of this research is to detect early signs of thermal runaway.
Thermal runaway of lithium-ion batteries depends on operating conditions,
battery capacity and type of abuse. Due to mechanical abuse conditions
severity of short circuit leading to thermal runaway varies. While constant
monitoring of the battery’s behaviour is essential for safety, there is a great
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chance of detecting signs of thermal runaway due to state of charge (SOC)
dependent mechanical failures.
Current research starts by investigating battery testing techniques, where
different techniques are implemented to capture battery data for all stages of
testing. Four test protocols including rod, circular punch, three-point bend and
flat plate are designed to investigate battery failures due to mechanical abuse
conditions, where a quasi-static loading approach is used. Post-failure structural
analysis of the battery is an important technique where battery failure patterns,
including deformation, crack or fracture are used to understand detailed failures
and their effects on battery degradation.
Temperature variations inside individual cells leads to uneven temperature
distribution among in-series/parallel connected cells which can lead to
permanent damage if not controlled at the cell level.

For this purpose

temperature analysis using rate of temperature change, short circuit
temperature and maximum peak temperature are analysed to understand
temperature variations at all stages of battery testing. Voltage and temperature
variations are considered an indication of battery degradation in the case of
mechanical load.
To validate structural deformation and temperature distribution, various
numerical simulation tools are available to researchers but in the current
research an LS-DYNA numerical simulation tool is used to analyse mechanical
deformation of a battery at different stages of failures. Separator layer failures
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are often indicated as early signs of battery failure (Zhang et al., 2016; Zhang et
al., 2015b), so in the current research separator failure analysis is conducted for
circular punch test and three-point bend test. Experimental work and numerical
simulation for validation of experimental results are detailed in this thesis.
Based on the above overview following hypotheses are used to detect early
signs of thermal runaway.


At high SOC values, temperature variations will be high compare to low
SOC values



Severity of outcome depends on operating conditions as well as
mechanical load type



High temperature change rate and mean peak temperatures are
important to understand initial cell failures



Numerical simulation approach using concentric layered model can be
useful to predict better accuracy due to quasi-static loading

1.3 Research objectives
To understand battery failures and propagation of thermal runaway, the
following objectives were set.


Design of test setup to capture and record maximum battery data due to
mechanical failure.



Quasi-static loading test to understand deformations of battery.
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Force-displacement and voltage-temperature monitoring in the case of
different loading conditions.



SOC dependency of battery, where force applied and displacement
concerning SOC are important indicators.



Implementing

finite

element

analysis

(FEA)

techniques

where

mechanical failures are considered to determine deformation and
fracture of cells.


FEA analysis for temperature variations and separator failures in 18650
cylindrical lithium-ion batteries.

1.4 Thesis structure
This chapter covers the background and rationale of this research where safety
aspects of the lithium-ion battery are discussed in relation to some EV crashes
and their effects. Emphasis is given to highlighting battery safety and initiation
of thermal runaway.

The following paragraphs cover chapters detailing the

research outline.
Chapter two focuses on lithium-ion batteries and their applications for the
automotive industry; considering the needs for modelling lithium-ion batteries for
efficient and safe operations. Different battery models are considered where the
main purpose is to understand more about battery performance estimation in
cases of all kinds of abuse conditions. Existing battery models, along with their
modelling techniques, relevant results, conclusions extracted from those results
and drawbacks will be reviewed in great detail. The literature review will include
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critical battery parameters, battery construction, components of battery and
battery testing using experimental and simulation techniques.

The type of

battery with fundamental parameters and experimental set-up will be discussed
in chapter three, where all the key experimental sections are included. Battery
conditioning to battery testing of all types of equipment will be discussed in
depth where the formation of the test set up with particular devices is also
discussed. Initial testing results are also presented which mostly link to initial
battery testing with various configurations. Battery failures are compared and
discussed in detail for further analysis.
Chapter four discusses the significant results from different loading conditions
where detail is included of test scenarios and precautions taken for each test.
This chapter presents the explanation of individual cell results and their
perspective behaviour during each loading condition, with initial and final results
of electrical and thermal response in the case of mechanical abuse conditions.
All abuse conditions are tested on various cells where different state of charge
(SOC) values are used to document effects of SOC on mechanical abuse of
lithium-ion batteries. In particular, this chapter identifies parameters useful for
failure analysis and thermal behaviour change.
In chapter five, LS-Dyna numerical simulations are discussed with the type of
materials used and their parameters. In the beginning, 9 layer single stacks
were used for initial model, and then those models were extended for layered
model covering the full cell. All quasi-static loading conditions are discussed
with layered formations. Layer thickness and contact cards with specified
10

boundary conditions are also considered. Comparison of simulation results for
quasi-static and impact load are also presented where all cases are explained
in detail. Several criteria have been chosen to detect early signs of thermal
runaway which include cascaded layer failures to individual layer failures.
Separator layers are given importance for this purpose. The results are
compared with the experimental work to analyse and compare loading
conditions and failure associated with applied load.
Chapter six, explains the novel aspects of this study which include major
techniques used, results and their impact and limitations of this research.
Recommendation for future work is also included in this chapter in great detail.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter covers the background and available literature related to lithiumion batteries and their safety.

The literature review suggests three main

categories on which to focus, which are lithium-ion battery technology, battery
testing and validation of results. The first part covers details about battery types
used and their unique characteristics whereas in the second part testing of
batteries is discussed with various abusive conditions and in the third part
battery simulation techniques are discussed. Focus is given to critically
discussing available research outcomes which link to this research and citing
the results. This chapter clarifies the rationale of this research.
2.1 Introduction
With the growing demand for emission control and environmental friendliness,
electric vehicles (EVs) are becoming a reliable choice to tackle emission
problems and protect the environment with their safe and reliable propulsion
system. Batteries play an important role in EVs which replace the fuel tank with
a large battery pack. Battery pack size and weight vary with the type of battery
used and the formation of the battery in the EV. Battery structure varies with
manufacturer and two common types used are the tunnel formation (where the
battery pack is in the shape of a ’T’) and floor formation where the battery pack
covers the floor, and the tunnel area is removed, giving more comfort to rear
seat occupants (Xia, et al., 2014). The study of battery types, their properties
and their application will help in the understanding of battery characteristics and
12

behaviour during various operating (Jarett and Kim, 2014) and abuse conditions
(Le, et al., 2015). Abuse testing of EV batteries is challenging as a real time
environment is required to perform static and dynamic testing of batteries. For
this purpose specialised test equipment were used which have a number of
controls covering all aspects of the battery.
As a result of battery abuse conditions, various degradation phenomena affect
battery performance.

Thermal runaway is one of the events which occurs

when, due to battery failure, battery heat generation increases (Bazinski and
Wang, 2015; Le, et al., 2015) and heat dissipation is less than heat generation.
If heat generation is not controlled at the beginning or within a safe operating
window, then the battery can undergo severe damage or catastrophic events
which can lead to fire or explosion.
A detailed literature review is discussed in the following sections, where the
type of batteries used in the EVs, battery safety, battery modelling and testing
are considered. Analytical and finite element models are also discussed.
2.2 Battery safety systems
Safety devices are one of the options being used with lithium-ion batteries
according to application requirements. Safety of batteries needs to be
addressed at the cell, module, pack and ultimately vehicle level, so the types of
safety systems may vary according to the application. Failure at one level can
quickly escalate to much more severe failures at a higher level (Wang, et al.,
2014; Doughty and Roth, 2012). Commonly employed safety devices are a
13

shutdown separator, cell vent, positive temperature coefficient (PTC) devices,
current limiting fuses, diodes and battery management system (BMS) (Kim, et
al., 2012; Doughty and Roth, 2012). Shutdown separators were used between
anode and cathode preventing ionic conduction, which also helped to prevent a
cell charge/discharge cycle in the case of an increase in internal temperature.
Cell vent is used for the safe release of gases if excessive pressure builds up
within cells. Application of specific current interrupt devices is used to provide
protection against over-current.
Positive temperature coefficient (PTC) devices are placed in the cell header to
limit high current to a safe level. Specifically the excessive current through the
device causes internal heating which raises the temperature of the PTC and
results in an increase in its resistance (Littlefuse, 2017). Current limiting fuses
can be used to replace PTCs when a sustained discharge is not preferred.
Diodes are also being used to prevent inadvertent charging or to steer the
discharge current around a weak cell as in a discharge (bypass diode) (Doughty
and Roth, 2012).
Battery management systems (BMS) are being used in electric vehicles to
protect the cells and battery packs from being damaged, to make the batteries
operate within the proper voltage and temperature interval, guarantee the safety
and prolong their service life as long as possible, and to maintain the batteries
to operate in a state that the batteries may fulfil the vehicle requirements
(Woodbank Communications Ltd, 2005).
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To provide safe operation and optimum performance, lithium-ion battery packs
must be supervised by an electronic BMS that monitors and services each of
the individual cells. The features of a BMS depend on the application, but in
most cases, functions including data acquisition, battery state determination,
electrical management, thermal management and safety management are
necessary (Jossen, et al., 1999). The design of the battery management system
plays an important role in battery life preservation and performance
improvement (Bowkett, et al., 2013). The advances in lithium-ion battery
technology make it possible to power light-duty vehicles by using only electric
power stored in a battery (collection of cells). HEV and EV are starting to play
important roles in the trend towards vehicle electrification, which is of major
interest to the automotive industry. In such trends towards vehicle electrification,
it is of special importance to the automotive industry that battery endurance will
guarantee proper function over a broad range of environmental and operational
variations. The knowledge of battery life and degradation, therefore, becomes
crucial to vehicle performance and perceived vehicle quality. The BMS performs
many tasks including the measurement of system voltage, current and
temperature, the cells’ state of charge (SOC), the state of health (SOH),
remaining useful life (RUL) determination, controlling and monitoring the
charge/discharge characteristics and cell balancing (Spinner, et al., 2015a;
Spinner, et al., 2015b; Bowkett, et al., 2013; Dawod, et al., 2011; Cao, et al.,
2008; Moore and Schneider, 2001; Kutkut, and Divan, 1996). Some of the key
features of lithium-ion batteries discussed by Chanson and Wiaux, 2013 are
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important as the reference for the battery management system and battery
protection using the mechanical and electrical design of battery pack. Battery
chemistry is also important to understand safety concerns, where different
chemistries are available and used depending on the applications.
2.3 Battery chemistry
Batteries are divided into different types according to their chemistry. Batteries
with similar chemistry exhibit some unique characteristics and differ from each
other. In EVs batteries having long calendar life, long cycle life, and high
capacity, fast charge and discharge rate and light weight are selected for
powering vehicles. Lithium-ion batteries are common power source for EVs and
fulfil the desired power and energy requirements for EV applications. In this
section lithium technology is discussed with respect to their chemistry and
performance. Focus is given to battery type and chemistry mostly used in the
EV fleet.
In lithium battery cells, lithium intercalation compounds are used as positive and
negative electrodes (Yiu, 2011). These batteries follow the same chemical
principles and designs as others with dominating lithium technology (Nguyen
and Taylor, 2004). The lithium family is further divided with respect to cost,
specific energy, specific power, safety, performance and life span. As shown in
figure 2.1 (Battery university, 2017), each type has its advantages and
shortcomings but selection of battery type depends on application and specific
requirements.
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of Lithium-ion batteries for EV applications (Battery
University, 2017)

2.4 Lithium-Ion battery and applications
Among different types of batteries used in the automotive industry lithium-ion
batteries are growing popular due to their high energy density, high galvanic
potential, and low self-discharge and low weight (Tang, et al., 2017; Finegan,
2016; Doughty, 2012). Furthermore, lithium-ion batteries have high power and
higher open circuit voltage (Lu, et al., 2013; Budde-Meiwes, et al., 2013; Kizilel,
et al., 2009; Smith, et al., 2007). These batteries are a common power source
for many portable devices and the latest battery electric vehicles (BEVs),
Nissan (Leaf) and Tesla (Model ’S’ and Roadster) are among the main
automotive manufacturers using lithium-ion batteries for their fleets. Extended
range electric vehicles (E-REV) such as Chevy Volt (Yiu, 2011; Kizilel, et al.,
17

2009), have used similar battery technology. Lithium-ion cylindrical and
prismatic cells are shown in figure 2.2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Lithium-ion battery (a) 18650 cylindrical cell (b) prismatic cell
(Battery University, 2014)

Both the Tesla Model “S” and Model “X” EVs get their electrical energy from the
lithium-ion 18650 cylindrical cell. Each battery pack for the Tesla cars uses
around 7000 of these cells connected in series and parallel (Battery University,
2014). A schematic of a lithium-ion battery is shown in figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of Lithium-ion battery (Julien, et al., 2016)

EV manufacturers have used various types of batteries for their fleets. Choice of
the battery depends on several aspects including power draw, capacity, and
thermal stability (He, et al., 2012) and crash safety. Crash safety or
crashworthiness of the lithium-ion battery is a crucial aspect as high battery
content in EV battery packs poses some safety risks (electricity damage, battery
pressure, combustion, electrolyte splash and heat damage) following a crash
which raise safety, durability, uniformity and cost concerns which impose
limitations on the wide application of lithium-ion batteries in vehicles (Zhao, et
al., 2014; Albright and Al-Hallaj, 2012; Lisbona and Snee, 2011; Kizilel, et al.,
2009). Due to the chemical properties of lithium-ion batteries, they can adapt
higher temperatures quickly (Shi, et al., 2016), and these higher temperatures
can trigger exothermic chemical decomposition of lithium-ion battery component
19

materials (Miller, 2009; Kim, et al., 2007; Nguyen and Taylor, 2004) that lead to
further temperature rise and possibly catastrophic failure of the lithium-ion
battery system (Lopez, et al., 2015) and thermal runaway. Temperature
variations of lithium-ion batteries depend on the operating conditions. Under
normal operating conditions temperatures of these batteries can be easily
controlled to remain in the safe range, whereas stressful conditions such as
high power draw at high cell/ambient temperatures as well as defects in
individual cells may steeply increase local heat generation (Liu, et al., 2017;
Bazinski and Wang, 2015; Spinner, et al., 2015b; Siguang and Chengning,
2009).
A few of the failure scenarios of lithium-ion batteries are overcharge of an
individual cell or the entire battery pack, an internal short circuit (ISC) of cells
resulting from a latent defect due to an internal foreign object, separator wear
out, dendrite growth, crushing or penetration of a cell, an external short circuit of
a cell module or pack, and/or exposure to abnormally high temperatures
(Richardson, et al., 2014; Chen and Evans, 1996), due to fire or failure of
neighbouring

components

(Smith,

et

al.,

2010;

Kim,

et

al.,

2009;

Santhanagopalan, et al., 2009; Kim, et al., 2007; Spotnitz, et al., 2003)
Although all the above-mentioned failure scenarios affect the performance of
lithium-ion batteries and cause temporary or permanent damage, some of the
abusive conditions can cause severe failures resulting in catastrophic events.
Hu, et al. (2011) and Sahraei, et al. (2010) mentioned electrical integrity,
thermal integrity and mechanical integrity which are interrelated aspects of
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battery safety, which give new dimensions for the safety analysis of batteries
and emphasis on considering all aspects of maximum parameters. Sahraei, et
al. (2012a) discussed short circuit occurrence and concluded that electric short
circuit is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the occurrence of thermal
runaway after mechanical abuse. Chemistry of the cell, resistance of separator
to heat, size of the fractured part and rate of heat transfer, which all play a role
in processes leading to a thermal runaway. If the cell has not gone to thermal
runaway right away it can still go into a slow process of electrochemical
reaction, releasing gases that eventually could lead to a catastrophic event
(Sahraei, et al., 2012a). The above statement about the occurrence of thermal
runaway supports the argument by Hu, et al. (2011) and Sahraei, et al. (2010),
which is further investigated in following sections, where research will be
discussed with regards to the rationale, significant results and methodologies.
Lithium-ion batteries have revolutionised the portable electronics industry by
offering significantly higher energy density and specific energy, compared to
other battery technologies, which is now transitioning from its pigeonhole in
portable applications to become a factor in the transportation and stationary
storage markets (Battery University, 2014). The lithium-ion battery is the
winning type of rechargeable battery of the decade and there are hundreds of
manufacturers of these batteries. Most of the existing manufacturers of li-ion
batteries use lithium ion phosphate (LFP) active cathodes because of
advantages such as no materials subject to severe price hikes, low cost
materials overall and easier patent position. They also have good temperature
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performance that can be reflected in greater safety (Albright and Al-Hallaj,
2012). For cylindrical 18650 cells various chemistry is used, but limited detail is
available as manufacturers have not mentioned these details in their data
sheets. A cylindrical 18650 lithium-ion battery layered model is shown in figure
2.4.

Figure 2.4: 18650 cylindrical lithium-ion battery layered model (Battery
University, 2017)

Within the battery domain, a number of technologies, old and new, are
competing for industry dominance in the short- and long-term. The immediate
battle in many applications seems to be lead acid versus lithium-ion. Lithium-ion
batteries are considered an enabling technology for many portable applications
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but have yet to see widespread adoption in the stationary market compared to
lead acid batteries (Battery University, 2014).
A lithium-ion battery pack is considered more compact as well as lightweight
compared to various other battery packs used in EV fleets. The safety of a
lithium-ion battery is a crucial aspect as a number of cells are connected to form
a battery pack where damage or fault to a single cell can cause failure to
surrounding cells and can lead to temporary or permanent damage to a large
battery pack. Safety aspects of lithium-ion batteries are discussed in the
following sections where focus is given to single cell characteristics; however
failures of multiple cells and battery pack are also considered.

2.5 Lithium-Ion battery safety for electric vehicles
Research on battery safety is limited, and the standard aspect of battery testing
carried out by several researchers is short circuit initiation of the lithium-ion
battery when a battery encounters any external or internal abuse. A short circuit
occurrence can be considered an initial failure to a battery as it leads to
changes in electrical and thermal parameters. Mechanical damage to EV
batteries can disturb both electrical and thermal stability which may cause the
movement, pressing, short-circuit, cracking, leakage, thermal shock, explosion
and burning (Wang, et al., 2011) which depend on types of crash/impact and
operating conditions.
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Safety analysis of electric vehicle batteries involves many challenges and a
complete understanding of battery chemistry, material properties, thermal
modelling of batteries, and battery performance under normal to extreme
conditions, battery abusive conditions, battery behaviour after temporary or
permanent damage is necessary to develop a test model. Compactness of a Liion battery pack gives rise to safety issues due to potential overheating, and
research shows that under stressful conditions such as high power draw at high
cell/ambient temperatures as well as defects in individual cells may steeply
increase local heat generation (Kizilel, et al., 2009) which leads to thermal
runaway.
Literature available in these subjects is critically reviewed to set grounds for
research and gain useful knowledge. In the next sections of this literature
review, results from the studies are discussed to show the effectiveness of the
proposed remedial concepts in thermal runaway detection after mechanical
abuse.
2.5.1 Lithium-ion battery hazards
Chemistry of lithium-ion cells includes hazardous materials such as lithium
metal and flammable solvents, these can lead to exothermic and runaway
reactions above a defined temperature (Shan, 2016; Shi, et al., 2016). Lisbona
and Snee, (2011) reviewed hazards associated with primary lithium and lithiumion batteries and mentioned a number of incidents related to lithium-ion cells
during transport, storage and recycling operations. They linked these events to
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incorrect handling, storage and packaging practices which may lead to
mechanical damage, water ingress, and internal or external short-circuit of
charged batteries. Researchers further divided side reactions into parts and
mentioned temperature increase, heat generation and overcharging of metal
lithium cells due to the low melting point of lithium metal (180°C), all of which
can originate hazards associated with lithium-ion cells. Authors concluded that
reactions between the organic solutions and the electrode surface occur when
the temperature of the cell increases, particularly if the solid electrolyte interface
(SEI) is disrupted (Lisbona and Snee, 2011).
2.5.2 Thermal runaway
Excessive heat generation in lithium-ion cells leads to a runaway reaction also
called thermal runaway reaction (Escobar-Hernandez, et al., 2016; Le, et al.,
2015). Thermal runaway happens due to internal or external abuse of lithiumion batteries which affect battery chemistry.
Thermal runaway and heat effects are linked to the state of charge and depend
on cell type, load applied and history of cell, described as the higher the charge
voltage the lower the onset temperature (Sahraei, et al., 2012b) Thermal
runaway events can occur due to abusive conditions as shown in figure 2.5,
which is further detailed in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.5: Triggers of thermal runaway

Mechanical or electrical abuses individually or together can lead to thermal
runaway. Figure 2.6, shows variety of causes, processes and effects which can
happen in lithium-ion cells. These can be related or can trigger each other.

Figure 2.6: Causes, processes and effects which trigger thermal runaway (Liu,
et al., 2017; Sheikh, et al., 2017; Shi, et al., 2016; Li, et al., 2013; Lu, et al.,
2013; Wong, et al., 2012; Tobishima and Yamaki, 1999).
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Thermal runaway in lithium-ion batteries can occur due to various operating
conditions which include the exothermic reaction of chemicals (Liu, et al., 2017;
Shi, et al., 2016; Wong, et al., 2012), overcharge of batteries (Lu, et al., 2013;
Tobishima and Yamaki, 1999), discharge rate, the rate of heat transfer from the
battery to the surroundings (Li, et al., 2013),short circuit (Sheikh, et al., 2017),
and over discharge (Lu, et al., 2013). Thermal runaway detection is of important
concern to avoid greater damage and to ensure safe operation of electric
vehicles.
2.6 Lithium-ion battery testing and characterisation
Battery testing can be divided into two parts where the first is to characterise
batteries by applying different operating conditions including charge/discharge,
temperature and internal abusive conditions. In the second part, advanced
battery testing tools can be used to test batteries up to their maximum potential
by applying stress on batteries.
To characterise a lithium-ion battery, different testing techniques are used by
researchers (Mendoza, et al., 2017; Lei, et al., 2017; Drake, et al., 2015; Zhang,
et al., 2014; Kim, et al., 2014). Some of the methods used, employ advanced
equipment and tools including universal battery testers, advanced power
supplies, accelerating rate calorimeter (ARC) (Mendoza, et al., 2017; Zhang, et
al., 2016), thermal chambers, IR thermography, high resolution cameras,
amongst others where some of these techniques are combined with basic labbased techniques, including characterization at different charging and
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discharging rates, variation of applied current and voltages, capacity estimation
at different operating temperatures and cell temperature estimation using
thermocouples (Kim, et al., 2014; Zhang, et al., 2014). Literature is studied to
analyse these techniques and their implementation for characterization and cell
thermal behaviour.
Dubbary, et al. (2011) examined two types of large format (>10Ah) LFP cells to
check ageing mechanisms. For this purpose, authors selected different charge
and discharge rates of 25°C and 60°C.
incremental

capacity

analysis

(ICA)

Results were analysed using

along

with

other

electrochemical

techniques. Authors mentioned the cells degraded at 60°C and emphasised
degradation is more complicated than those reported in the literature. Results
from their work show that at 25°C with C/10 rate cells higher capacity was
delivered compared to C/2 rate. In another comparison at voltages below
2.75V, cells exhibited the same results. At 60°C one of the cells delivered the
same capacity at C/10 as at 25°C but at C/2 rate capacity decreased (9.9Ah)
significantly which is 89% of its capacity at 25°C. Authors concluded low
capacity retention at C/2 was due to the capacity cut-off in the charging régime
where cells were allowed to charge up to 10Ah. Haruna, et al. (2011) worked on
high energy density and long-life scan lithium-ion cells, where cell chemistry
consisted of positive electrodes containing a lithium manganese spinel or a
mixture of it with a layered-manganese based material and negative material
containing hard carbon material. They developed 8Ah-class cells with this
chemistry which showed that their lives were long enough to withstand a cycling
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load for ten years of use. They used an isothermal box to cycle 8 Ah cells at
25°C using a regenerative charge/discharge cycler. They charged cells at 4A to
4.2V in the constant current-constant voltage (CC-CV) mode for 3 hrs. The
discharge current was 4A and the cut-off voltage was 2.7V. The rest time
between charge and discharge or discharge and charge was 20min.

They

stored cells at 25°C and 50°C in an isothermal box after being charged to 3.9V
to 4.2V to estimate capacity fade for 30 to 60 days. Authors concluded capacity
fading is explicitly dependant on the temperature and cell voltage. The higher
the storage temperature or cell voltage, the greater the capacity fading, where
temperatures are affected more than voltage (Haruna, et al., 2011).
To better represent thermal behaviour during charge and discharge of low
capacity lithium-ion cells (Jeon, 2014) numerical simulation was conducted
using cylindrical 18650 batteries. Authors used two different models, where a
porous electrode model was used for lithium content inside particles, and a
thermo-electric model was used to predict temperature distribution inside the
cell. The charge capacity was predicted at rates of 0.5C, 1C and 2C. Authors
predicted that the capacity increases at low charge rates and decreases at high
charge rates; also discussed by Dubbary, et al. (2011) and Haruna, et al.
(2011). Authors mentioned that solid phase diffusion limitation plays a
significant role at high charge rates. Similar to charge capacity, the discharge
capacity was predicted at rates of 0.5C, 1C and 2C.

Results showed that

capacity decreases at high discharge rates but increases at low discharge rates
(Jeon, 2014).
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Results from above experimental work suggest that the increase in temperature
during discharge is higher than that during charge; also temperature difference
between charge and discharge is decreased with increasing C-rates. Authors
also mentioned at a rate of 1C, the discharge temperature increases with a
waving region at the beginning, whereas the charge temperature increases until
a certain point and then decreases. The thermal behaviour is closely related to
the change in entropy and applied current (Jeon, 2014).

2.7 Internal temperature measurement of lithium-ion batteries
Temperature plays a significant role for lithium-ion battery performance
estimation, ageing and safety. Temperature measurement inside the cell is ideal
for better estimation of thermal properties, but it is difficult especially for sealed
cells (Zheng, et al., 2017; Zhang, et al., 2014; Koo, et al., 2014; Richardson, et
al., 2014; Ji, et al., 2013). Insertion of measurement equipment in the cell may
exhibit unfamiliar properties and require high-level care. Internal temperature
measurement tests conducted by Li, et al. (2013) and Forgez, et al. (2010) are
discussed in this section.
To understand thermo-electrochemical reactions battery internal temperature
understanding is valuable (Spinner, et al. 2015b, Kim, et al., 2014) and is also
useful to validate simulation models and to refine battery thermal design.
Battery temperature measurement can be classified into three types concerning
location of temperature measurement (Li, et al., 2013).
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In the first type, temperature sensors are located outside individual cells.
Further, as explained by Mayyas, et al. (2011) and Sabbah, et al. (2008) onepoint temperature measurement on the cell surface is used to present an overall
state of the cell.
In the second type, a single temperature sensor was mounted on top of the cell
and sealed inside as mentioned by Jasinski, (1974). Li, et al. (2013) criticised
that in the second method no temperature sensor was placed between the
electrodes which made it difficult to monitor internal temperature and
temperature distribution inside the cell. First and second for temperature
measurement is for single location temperature measurement as no contact
between internal layers or electrode is formed and temperature measurement is
for base temperature which can be used for small-scale applications, including
small electronics products such as cell phones and laptops where associated
error may be negligible. But in large format traction batteries temperature
variations develop at different locations inside the battery, the non-uniform
temperature distribution may cause local hot spots which affects cell durability
and raises safety problems (Li, et al., 2013).
So they proposed a third type where sensors were inserted deep inside the cell
to obtain internal temperatures. These three types are useful to build test rigs
where temperature measurement at different locations is vital. The first and
second type can be better implemented to measure surface temperature in the
case of a crash where crash location varies. Temperature variations are
monitored by using three thermocouples each on a cell’s positive terminal,
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negative terminal and mid-surface. To further understand surface and internal
temperature measurement, research conducted by Forgez, et al. (2010) has
been reviewed, where authors used thermal modelling of the LiFePO4/graphite
lithium-ion battery to determine heat transfer coefficients and heat capacity from
simultaneous measurements of the surface temperature and the internal
temperature of the battery while applying 2Hz current pulses of different
magnitudes. They used thermocouples for internal temperature measurements,
thermal steady state temperature measurements were used for heat transfer
coefficients, and heat capacity was determined from the transient part. Results
showed that accuracy during complete charge/discharge of the battery is within
1.5°C. Also, the model allows for simulating the internal temperature directly
from the measured current and voltage of the battery, but this research does
not address the comparative study on different batteries which is equally
significant to understand heat transfer coefficient and heat capacity.
The calorimeter is used for internal temperature measurement of lithium-ion
batteries to get significant results of temperatures of batteries at different
positions by inserting thermocouples inside batteries. Results are discussed in
the following sections.
2.7.1 Adiabatic calorimeter used for internal temperature measurement of
battery
Adiabatic calorimeter and accelerating rate calorimeter (ARC) are used to
measure thermal characteristics of batteries (Lei, et al., 2017; Mendoza, et al.,
2017; Zheng, et al., 2016; Shah, et al., 2014;). Li, et al. (2013) used an
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adiabatic calorimeter to perform constant-current discharge experiments under
a series of discharge rates on sensor embedded 5 Ah and 25 Ah cells. Where
for 5 Ah cell four thermocouples were affixed on corners of separator and 1 in
the middle of the cell for 25 Ah cell 12 thermocouples are affixed inside with
separator, and 12 thermocouples are affixed on the surface of the cell with the
corresponding location as for separator. Results of the adiabatic calorimeter
(cells placed middle of the cavity to avoid direct contact with the wall), natural
convection (cells placed in the room without ventilation) and forced convection
(cells placed in environment chamber equipped with heater and refrigeration
compressor), were compared and concluded with following findings (Li, et al.,
2013).
(1)

Internal temperature could differ from the surface as much as 1.1°C,

even for a thin laminated cell.
(2)

The time constants of thermal response at the internal locations are

generally dozens of seconds larger than on the surface.
(3)

The internal variation in the plane direction reaches above 10°C under

adiabatic 1.5C discharge, much larger than in the through-plane direction,
indicating the in-plane heat conductivity needs improvement.
(4)

Forced convection is effective to suppress the temperature rise as well

as the variation.
Findings by Li, et al. (2013) are useful for implanting sensors/microchips in
single cells to extract multiple physic-electrochemical signals simultaneously,
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but temperature variation and their ratios are detailed for specific tests which
vary when complete cell temperature variation is taken into account. This
research also considers high capacity cells which are interesting to understand
but out of the scope of testing cylindrical cells. So in the next section ARC
results on cylindrical 18650 cells are discussed.
2.7.2 Thermal characteristics of lithium-ion cells using ARC
Mendoza, et al. (2017); Lei, et al. (2017); Zheng, et al. (2016) and Mendoza, et
al. (2015) used accelerated rate calorimeter (ARC) for thermal runaway
analysis. Ishikawa, et al. (2012) also analysed thermal characteristics of
cylindrical lithium-ion cells using accelerated rate calorimeter (ARC) and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements. This method
integrates both calorimeter and spectroscopic results where authors used
mapping of thermal runaway characteristics (cells tested at different states of
charge SOCs), high temperature storage test (temperature ranges from 70°C to
100°C), calculation of thermal deterioration activation (estimated from the
discharge capacities before and after high temperature storage) and calculation
of charge/discharge activation energy (EIS measurements were recorded).
They presented the following results from their experimental work.
(1)

By mapping the thermal runaway, it was possible to clarify the SOC

dependence on the temperature in the self-heating domain.
(2)

The lowest deterioration activation energy value and the lowest

frequency factor value were obtained at the SOC of 66% at the SOC of 0° and
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87%. The value of the deterioration activation energy and frequency factor
tended to increase when there was an imbalance of lithium-ions between the
anode and cathode.
(3)

The charge/discharge activation energy was obtained from the recorded

EIS measurements. The lowest charge/discharge activation energy value was
found at the SOC of 22%.
Although the above results are significant as they discuss SOC dependent
thermal properties and their effects on a cell but less detail was included about
the specific location which is equally important when thermal properties vary.
Review of internal temperature measurement was conducted, and it was
concluded that by incorporating more thermocouples at different surface
locations better temperature measurements can be achieved at surfaces, which
will be implemented in this research.
2.8 Battery performance indicators
The battery safety system is designed to reduce the probability of failure and
the severity of outcome if an event occurs. According to Cho, et al. (2012), it is,
therefore, essential that EV batteries are designed to be tolerant of abusive
conditions such as crush from a collision with another vehicle or a foreign
object. Also, the author states that safety systems must be incorporated into
battery management systems to reduce the probability of single cell failure and
preclude propagation of failure to adjacent cells. Kim, et al. (2012) stated that
many of the problems associated with the battery management system are that
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they are not designed to examine the inherent uncertainties of battery
dynamics, especially after a change to physical battery structure or a chemical
change/reaction which could lead to thermal runaway (Gu and Wang, 2000).

2.8.1 Battery thermal behaviour
Kalnaus, et al. (2017); Lopez, et al. (2015); Kim, et al. (2012); Lotfi, et al.
(2013); Xu, et al. (2010); Doughty and Peter, (2012); Yang, et al. (2005) have
examined Lithium ion cell thermal behaviour for charge and discharge under
normal conditions and possible thermal runaway; however no signs of extreme
mechanical conditions were found which are necessary to investigate behaviour
of the cells following an impact, and would allow improvements to be made to
the safety of the design of the vehicles and the batteries. Furthermore, this will
allow a baseline for ‘normal’ thermal behaviour to be developed supporting the
detection of abnormal conditions which could indicate thermal runaway. Rad, et
al. (2013) and Wang, et al. (2005) dealt with battery modelling using various
techniques, such as heating up batteries (Oven test), nail penetration, battery
crush, overcharge, over discharge, internal and external short circuits which
were also found in Bandhauer, et al. 2011; Ramadesigan, et al. 2012. A small
number of researchers investigated the relation between the battery testing and
simulation. Recent safety issues after EV collision raised the need for detecting
the onset of thermal runaway to protect occupants and minimise damage to the
vehicle and battery pack. Thermal runaway can spread quickly in the case of a
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crash/impact

to

the battery where

battery electrochemistry,

structural

deformation and impact location play a significant role. In this research, collision
induced issues are discussed in detail and factors which fuel these problems
are identified.
2.8.2 Battery mechanical behaviour
To better understand battery properties due to abuse conditions, a model is
required to represent battery operation which also integrates electrical, thermal
and physical behaviour due to impact. In this research the cylindrical lithium ion
cell is investigated using a finite element model (FEM) for its material properties
and possible structural deformation.
Battery abusive testing, as detailed by Tang, et al. (2017); Zhang, et al. (2017);
Shi, et al. (2016); Lopez, et al. (2015); and Lamb and Orendorff (2014) are used
for safety analysis and prediction of failures.

Sahraei, et al, (2012a) have

examined the 18650 lithium-ion battery abuse response using different loading
conditions and simulation. In their study the model is simulated for all loading
conditions with various steel casing thicknesses. An 18650 cylindrical cell layer
model has not, however, been considered; also, regarding the state of charge
(SOC), induced changes are not found. The lack of research to investigate
battery behaviour in detail, as well as the role of testing batteries for early
detection of thermal discrepancies for EV safety and stability, has encouraged
the investigation of this significant issue in great detail.
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Failure of a lithium-ion battery can occur due to internal or external abuse
conditions,

triggers

for

external

abuse

conditions

are

crash/impact,

charge/discharge discrepancies and thermal abuse. Internal abusive conditions
are considered to be internal short-circuit, excessive heating due to resistance
build-up and failure of internal battery components (Sahraei, et al. 2012b;
Somasundaram, et al. 2012).
Large battery cells mostly used in automotive applications are considered good
for ease of assembly into battery modules due to less number of cells required
to achieve desired capacity for applications, but these cells have low thermal
stability compared to smaller cells. As larger cells have high energy content
stored and have low surface to volume ratio resulting in a reduced cooling area
per volumetric heat generation, they can attain thermal runaway situations
earlier compared to their smaller counterparts (Kim, et al. 2007). Battery packs
for electric vehicles (EVs) consist of battery modules, and each module consists
of several numbers of cells dependent on the cells used and size of battery
pack required.
2.8.3 Electrical, mechanical and thermal integrity of battery
Mechanical damage of lithium-ion batteries is considered a high risk for EV
safety and reliability although much focus is given to vehicle structure, and
protective fire walls but research on the mechanical integrity of lithium-ion
batteries in the case of abusive conditions is limited. Melcher, et al. (2016);
Zhao, et al. (2014); Sahraei, et al. (2012a) have discussed short circuit
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detection in 18650 cells due to mechanical abuse conditions, where both
experimental and simulation work shows good correlation, but thermal effects
due to mechanical abuse are not discussed in detail which is equally important
to understanding the triggers of thermal runaway in the case of abusive
conditions. A framework for mechanical, electrical and thermal solvers,
proposed by L’Eplattenier, et al. (2013) is shown in figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Mechanical, Electrical and thermal solver framework
(L’Eplattenier, et al. 2013)

Electrical, thermal and mechanical integrity are three interrelated aspects of EV
battery safety so better understanding of all of these is required to achieve
maximum safety. Mechanical integrity is considered crucial in the case of
loading conditions as it tends to develop crack/deformation in a battery which
can lead to battery structure failure, short circuit or thermal runaway. In most of
the cases, the electric short circuit is considered the initial failure state as it
causes immediate electrical and thermal changes in the cell; however this
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condition alone is not enough for the thermal runaway occurrence. Other factors
which influence thermal runaway as investigated by researchers are chemistry
of the cell, resistance of separator to heat, the size of the fractured part and rate
of heat transfer. If the cell has not gone to thermal runaway right away, it can
still go into a slow process of electrochemical reaction, releasing gases that
eventually could lead to a catastrophic event (Sahraei, et al. 2012a).
2.9 Modelling of lithium-ion batteries
To ensure safety and enhance the performance of lithium-ion batteries, different
modelling techniques and models are investigated by researchers which varied
from basic equivalent circuit model to thermal modelling of batteries (Soylu, et
al. 2017; Wang, et al. 2017; Yang, et al. 2017; Grandjean, et al. 2017; Gao, et
al. 2017; Zhang, et al. 2017; Jiang and Peng, 2016; Westerhoff, et al. 2016;
Wu, et al. 2016; Sung and Shin, et al. 2015; Hussein, 2015; Taylor, 2014;
Gomez, et al. 2011; Hu, et al. 2012). Based on the dynamic characteristics and
working principles of the battery, the equivalent circuit model was developed by
using resistors, capacitors and voltage sources to form a circuit network
(Grandjean, et al. 2017; Gao, et al. 2017; He, et al. 2011). Battery dynamic
models aim to describe the electrical, thermal and operational properties of
lithium-ion cells. Three commonly used battery models which accounted for
details about electrical and thermal properties are as follows.
•

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Models (Soylu, et al. 2017; Wang, et al.

2017; Hussein, 2015; Taylor, 2014; Cai, et al. 2000).
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•

Electrochemical Models (Zhang, et al. 2017; Yang, et al. 2017; Jiang and

Peng, 2016; Westerhoff, et al. 2016; Sung and Shin, 2015; Doyle, et al. 1993)
•

Equivalent Circuit Models (Grandjean, et al. 2017; Gao, et al. 2017; Wu,

et al. 2016; Saw, et al. 2014).
ANN models benefit from being able to adaptively learn cell or batteries’
characteristics. The disadvantage of such models is the need for significant
amounts of data to train and validate the model. Electrochemical models
attempt to explain and predict the chemical reactions which occur at the
electrodes and the resultant electrical behaviour at the terminals. Developing
such models requires a detailed understanding of the physical and chemical
composition and structure which is often difficult to obtain due to commercial
restrictions.
Equivalent circuit models use networks of elementary idealised electrical
components (e.g. resistances, capacitances, ideal voltage current sources,
amongst others) to replicate the behaviour of the cells or battery in question.
The advantage of an equivalent circuit model is that, once the correct model
structure has been determined, the parameters of the model can be determined
by various techniques utilising experimental data.
Various types of equivalent circuit model have been identified (He, et
al.,2011).These are briefly summarised below.
Internal resistance model (aka RInt model): this simple model consists of an
ideal voltage source equivalent to the open circuit voltage of the cell, in series
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with a resistance. This model forms a useful first approximation of the behaviour
of many battery types but fails to capture many aspects of the performance of
real cells.
RC model: this model uses two capacitors and three resistors to simulate the
charge/discharge behaviour and surface effects within the cells.
Thevenin model: this model adds a parallel RC network in series with the
internal resistance model to replicate the dynamic behaviour of batteries and
cells.
PNGV model (Partnership for new generation vehicle): this model builds on
the Thevenin model by adding the series capacitor to account for variations in
open circuit voltage.
Dual polarisation (DP) model: this model has been developed to specifically
account for the behaviour of lithium-ion batteries concerning polarisation and
variations in the open circuit voltage and the internal impedance of the battery
which

occurs

as

the

state

of

charge

(SOC)

changes

during

charging/discharging.
2.10 Thermal management of lithium-Ion batteries
Thermal management of Li-ion batteries is critical for high-power applications; it
is vital to safety and to enhance battery performance and extend the life cycle.
The operating temperature controls the electrochemical performance of the Liion battery. One of the side effects of exposure to high temperature is
premature ageing and accelerated capacity-fade (Leng, et al. 2015). Designing
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the thermal environment is critical in Li-ion technology; therefore efficient
thermal management that continuously regulates battery operating temperature
is essential to safety and optimal performance in high temperature and high
discharge Li-ion applications. Resolving the thermal management issues with
Li-ion batteries will benefit their use in electric and hybrid electric vehicles (AlHallaj, et al. 2005).
Temperature control of lithium-ion batteries is the key to developing a good
thermal management system which enhances performance and increases life
cycle. To understand thermal issues associated with lithium-ion batteries, heat
generation inside the cell and the effect of operating conditions are considered
important parameters. Improper thermal management of batteries can cause
power/capacity fade, thermal runaway, electrical imbalance among multiple
cells in a battery pack and low-temperature performance (Lotfi, et al. 2013).
Albright and Al-Hallaj, (2012) concluded that temperature does have an
influence on the performance degradation of lithium-ion batteries and further
explained high-temperature effects nearly all as positive electrode and
electrolyte chemistries and if heat is not dissipated, then it can lead to thermal
runaway. In the next section heat generation in lithium-ion batteries is
discussed in detail with governing equations for temperature increase and
uniform temperature.
2.11 Analytical approach for heat generation in lithium-ion battery
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Heat generation in lithium-ion batteries is a complex process which includes
electrochemical changes of batteries due to operating conditions and
temperature. In this section operating conditions including charge/discharge
rate, resistive heat generation inside cell and operating time are discussed
which help to numerically analyse lithium-ion batteries. Temperature variations
inside individual cells can cause uneven temperature distribution among
series/parallel connected cells which can lead to permanent damage if not
controlled at cell level. Most thermal management systems are designed to
control propagation of heat generation and operation at cell level. In this thesis
temperature variation is considered and phenomena which affect temperatures
and their numerical validation is investigated using available research.
Some of the factors that influence heat generation rates are battery type,
working status (SOC) and ambient temperature, however these factors vary
with different driving conditions of vehicles. Heat generation in lithium-ion
batteries consists of three parts: chemical reaction heat, polarization heat and
joule heat (irreversible) (Zhao, et al. 2014; Cho, et al. 2012). Causes of heat
generation in lithium-ion batteries are considered and governing heat
generation equation due to joule heating and entropy changes (reversible)
proposed by Bandhauer, et al. (2011) and Bernardi, et al.,(1985) are given.
𝑑𝑢

q = I(U-V)-I(T 𝑑𝑡 )

(2.1)

Eq. (2.1) sets the ground for SOC dependent heat generation but heat capacity
inclusion is required as batteries exhibit different characteristics due to materials
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used, so two governing equations for heat capacity of battery are considered.
Each is for heat capacity during uniform temperature and temperature rise.
Bandhauera, et al. (2011) presented heat generation equation using an energy
balance on the battery where the temperature of the battery is allowed to rise
during operation. Heat generation equation is as follows.
𝑑𝑇

q = MCp 𝑑𝑡 + hA (Tsurf – Twell)

(2.2)

Where first term is heat stored inside the battery and second term is heat
transferred from the surface of the battery to the constant temperature well.
Heat generation of the battery is an important factor which influences other
parameters and approximation of heat generation at the cell level is important
as described by Braun, et al. (2012); Vilayanur, et al. (2010) and Onda, et al.
(2006). The safety and performance of lithium ion batteries are highly
dependent upon the materials that are used to produce the batteries (Chanson
and Wiaux, 2013) as well as on battery size, design, quality and energy content
(Finegan, et al. 2015; Golubkov, et al. 2014). Abuse of batteries to cause
damage to batteries are carried out to analyse safety issues, especially when
the deployment of the batteries is large (Zhang, et al. 2016; Finegan, et al.
2015; Zhang, et al. 2015a, Zhang, et al. 2015b). Potential damage includes cell
rupture, the release of debris (leakage) and test box damage (Orendorff, et al.
2016).
Assumptions based on past research are that the cell voltage could be used to
identify the initiation of mechanical failure (Zhang, et al. 2015a). Tension
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(stress: strain ratio) causes an initiation of cut-off (Orendorff, et al. 2016; Zhang,
et al. 2015b). Rigid rod test calibrates with hemispherical punch test results, so
the hemispherical punch was not used in the current research (Sahraei, et al.
2012a).
The objective of the current research is to detect signs of thermal runaway in
lithium-ion 18650 battery due to mechanical abuse conditions.

Thermal

runaway is the event causing problems to users for many years, and some of
these issues include sudden failure or slow propagation of failure, however like
other industries the automotive industry has also suffered from some serious
issues of thermal runaway in EV. Wide use of lithium-ion batteries in EV
requires crash safety analysis of these batteries, however, many experiments
have been conducted and analysis done to find the causes of thermal runaway
(Abraham, et al. 2006; Selman, et al. 2001), where various lab equipment is
designed and used for this purpose including various types of calorimetry,
impedance spectroscopy (Abraham, et al. 2008), state of the art chambers,
amongst others..

All of these serve the purpose of detecting battery irregular

behaviour including degradation and thermal runaway events due to abuse
conditions (Roth and Doughty, 2004), but thermal runaway occurrence due to
loading conditions where structural integrity is effected is not considered in
detail. Some researchers did, however, conduct mechanical failure analysis of
the battery, but the thermal analysis was not carried out. Mechanical abuse
conditions of lithium-ion 18650 batteries are discussed in the next section
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where different research and outcomes with possible improvements are
discussed.
2.12 Mechanical failure analysis of 18650 lithium-ion battery
Analytical and numerical simulation approaches are commonly used for battery
analysis, especially thermal behaviour of batteries. In this section mechanical
failure analysis of battery following analytical and numerical approaches are
discussed. Analytical approach to estimate heat generation of lithium-ion
battery is detailed with useful equations; however for numerical simulation
approach various tools are discussed and focus is given to LS-DYNA simulation
tool.
Xu, et al. (2016) and Sahraei, et al. (2012a) used compression and bending
tests to detect short circuit of 18650 cells using mechanical loading where
impact velocities were 5mm/min and 1mm/min respectively. Force-displacement
relationship shows good approximation where sudden voltage drop and
temperature rise occurred which is an indicator of short circuit. Sahraei, et
al.,(2012a) further verified experimental results using simulation results where
stress location at jellyroll shows the onset of the short circuit. This work provides
a good base for battery investigation using mechanical abuse but limited results
of temperature variations, voltage change and SOC dependency pave the way
to improve these results using a better simulation model which includes thermal
effects as well. Xu, et al. (2016) investigated state of charge (SOC) dependent
mechanical integrity behaviour of lithium-ion 18650 cells, where flat plate
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compression and bend load were used to check cell behaviour at different SOC
values. Authors found that mechanical hardening mechanism occurred at high
SOC for the compression test, whereas in bending test bending modulus
increased with SOC and failure modulus linearly decreased. This research
achieved similar results as by Sahraei, et al. (2012a) where four loading
conditions were used for mechanical abuse analysis of 18650 cells except
simulation results which were not considered.
So far available mechanical abuse testing of 18650 lithium-ion cells is limited to
certain aspects and need more investigation. Review suggests that there are
various ways to carry out impact analysis of lithium-ion 18650 cells (Zhang, et
al. 2017; Lopez, et al., 2015; Lamb and Orendorff, 2014) which can be further
extended to battery pack crash analysis with real-time data. Validation of
loading conditions and results can be achieved using various simulation
techniques which are further explained in the following section.
Short circuit occurrence is an indication of failure in the battery (Guirong and
Henghai, 2012; Maleki and Howard, 2009), but not an absolute condition for the
occurrence of thermal runaway in the case of mechanical failure. Thermal
runaway is defined as likely to occur after SOC dependent temperature cut-off
points, this phenomenon is explained with respect to voltages, Al-Hallaj, et al.
(1999) mentioned that OCP (Open circuit potential) increases the onset of
thermal runaway taking place at lower temperatures, and explained three
voltage settings and temperatures at thermal runaway with those settings.
Thermal runaway reported to occur at 104°C when cell has OCP of 4.06V,
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109°C at 3.0V and 144°C at 2.8V. More in depth temperature due to
electrochemical reaction is discussed by Yang, et al. (2006), where authors
explained at 85°C SEI on graphite negative electrode exothermally decompose
and separator layer melt at (130°C to 190°C) and aluminium current collector
can be melted at 660°C, although these results depend on slow build-up of
degradation phenomena but give good idea to investigate thermal runaway
occurrence in the case of short circuit, however to detect onset of thermal
runaway in the case of mechanical abusive conditions, complete understanding
of load applied and time of load on the cell is required, where SOC dependency
is a major factor in this regard.
Wang, et al. (2017a) and Wang, et al. (2017b) explained thermal runaway risk
(TRR) score from “0” to “100”, three conditions are explained for battery failure
where two of the conditions directly link to occurrence of thermal runaway and
voltage and temperature relationship is considered for detection of thermal
runaway. Onset of short circuit is linked to thermal runaway due to unwanted
electrode connection either by mechanical, electrical or thermal abuse, where
immediate variations cause disturbance to the system. Onset of short circuit
and possible thermal runaway is explained in next chapter where quasi-static
loading is applied and temperature and voltage variations are recorded for the
duration of tests, as this phenomenon is not described in detail, however
thermal runaway is linked to short circuit occurrence but type of short circuit,
possible short circuit formations and failure intensity are not in the literature.
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2.13 Numerical simulation approach
Lithium-ion battery is considered a complex energy source when it comes to
model battery dynamic characteristics. To analyse the transient behaviour of
batteries, finite element analysis (FEA) is an efficient method as mentioned in
the literature (Marcicki, et al. 2017; Wang, et al. 2016; Xia, et al. 2014; Trattnig,
et al. 2014; Wierzbicki, et al. 2013; Sahraei, et al. 2012a; Sahraei, et al. 2012b;
Yeow, et al. 2012; Martínez-Rosas, et al. 2011; Guo, et al. 2010; Cheng, et al.
2009). Tourani, et al. (2014) conducted electrochemical modelling of lithium-ion
cells and explained 1D modelling is useful for cell level study whereas 2D
thermo-electro model considers component material improvement where
current distribution and temperature distribution is considered. Energy
conservation equation or heat transfer mathematical model is considered for
FEM model which consists of average density, average specific heat, thermal
conductivities in x, y and z-direction and heat generation rate per unit volume.
Abaqus, Ansys and LS-DYNA are popular software tools used for finite element
analysis (FEA), although some differences among them make them suitable for
specific applications as they have different solution procedures and time
integration methods.
2.13.1 LS-DYNA simulation tool
LS-DYNA is useful for impact simulation and is widely used by engineers in
various projects where automotive applications including crash analysis and
structural behaviour analysis are benefiting the automotive industry. In recent
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years LS-DYNA has been extensively used for collision induced simulation of
batteries where different simulation scenarios are considered to predict battery
behaviour in the case of crash/impact.
Zhang, et al. (2015a) used a representative sandwich (RS) model of battery to
predict short circuit in the cell where thicker layers of anode, cathode, separator,
anode current collector and cathode current collector are used. LS-DYNA
numerical simulation tools are used where spherical indenter is used for
mechanical load and symmetry model is used for computation efficiency.
Zhang, et al. (2015a) used separator failures as indications of short circuit and
mentioned failure of separator layer will occur well in advance before other
layers fail. Failure strain is considered, and current density is used for electrical
failure analysis. Although results are significant, due to thickness of layers
battery mechanical integrity might be affected. Zhang, et al. (2015b) presented
coupled mechanical-electrical-thermal simulation model, where quasi-static
loading using spherical indenter was used on RS model of battery, a much
more detailed model was presented which accounts for stress-strain failures of
individual layers and then those layer properties were used for symmetry model.
Mechanical failure is explained in great detail with strain failure but
electromagnetic solver (EM) is not discussed in detail. Current density
variations due to mechanical failure were used for onset of short circuit. Due to
thicker layers to form (RS) model, overall thickness of layers is increased which
is useful to predict failure response at limited scale but when it comes to
investigation of individual layers for failure response it is difficult to achieve
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accuracy as material properties of layers change with the change in
dimensions. To achieve accuracy due to battery abuse behaviour detailed
layered model will be useful where layer formation is same as provided in
battery data sheets; however thickness may increase to achieve computational
efficiency.
2.13.2 18650 lithium-ion battery simulation
FEA is widely used for battery modelling and most commonly used formation
found in the literature (Marcicki, et al. 2017; Zhang, et al. 2015a; Zhang, et al.
2015b) is pouch cell or prismatic battery model where layers were modelled to
analyse failure response.

Sahraei, et al. (2012a) used lumped model to

simulate 18650 lithium-ion battery where all layers (anode, cathode, separator,
anode current collector and cathode current collector) are lumped in single
jellyroll model and steel casing using LS-DYNA shell elements was developed
to predict onset of short circuit. Location of stress, force and displacement
criteria are considered to document short circuit. Saharei, et al. (2012a) also
proposed battery delamination but apart from delamination geometry no detail
was given. A more detailed layered model is required to understand individual
layer failures and crack development due to mechanical failure.
2.14 Summary of the findings and implications for current research
A thorough literature review is conducted in this chapter which focuses on
battery modelling and testing where different test techniques are discussed with
significant results and limitations of those results. Also in this chapter, the
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application of abuse testing of lithium-ion batteries, their importance, finite
element methods (FEM) for short circuit prediction using both experimental
results and finite element analysis results are discussed. From the literature it is
clearly evident that abusive conditions of lithium-ion battery vary with various
operating conditions, which is evident from results mentioned above with
citations. Literature on mechanical abuse testing of 18650 cylindrical lithium-ion
cell is limited and does not cover many aspects which are equally important for
battery integrity, which leads to finding alternative methods to detect early signs
of thermal runaway in case of abusive conditions, which are discussed in the
remainder of the thesis in detail.
Although the principle aim of this research is to detect early signs of thermal
runaway due to abusive conditions, studies using same testing techniques
including both experimental and FEM modelling but different area of study are
also discussed in this chapter, therefore, the literature review is not confined to
thermal runaway detection. In the literature LS-DYNA numerical simulation tool
for battery modelling is used frequently due to its explicit analysis technique
which is required to achieve closer values and validation of results using
modelling approaches and to minimize limitations. Detailed LS-DYNA battery
model can be implemented by incorporating number of parameters and
boundary conditions but the major task will be to achieve computational
efficiency which can lead to integration of single cell into battery pack
development.
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In this research experimental testing and numerical simulation methods are
used for the following reasons
1. Literature suggests good correlation of experimental results and
simulation model, where parameters obtained from experimental work
are useful in this regard.
2. Short circuit initiation is observed where various detection strategies are
employed.
3. Test protocols are useful to monitor temperature variation of 18650
batteries due to different loading conditions where short circuit leading to
thermal runaway is discussed in the current research.
4. LS-DYNA numerical simulation tool is used to validate experimental
results.

In this research experimental setup is designed to cover the gap found in the
literature where in the literature, thermal runaway detection strategies are not
found. Short circuit initiation is found to be one of the battery failures due to
mechanical abuse but short circuit leading to thermal runaway is not found.
State of charge (SOC) dependent mechanical failure is also found in the
literature but further investigation of these failures which can lead to severe
failures is not found. In this research detailed analysis of mechanical testing are
used to observe cell level failures where sample time, applied force,
displacement, (SOC) and stress-strain failures are considered.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Methodology and Preliminary Results
3.1 Introduction

To better understand battery behaviour, battery testing and characterization
approaches are used which also investigate the effect of mechanical loading on
electrical, thermal and mechanical behaviour. When an EV is involved in a
crash, it differs from a conventional vehicle crash as an EV crash includes the
battery pack which contains a high energy content and, due to the high battery
pack weight, the vehicle’s overall weight increases which impose weight limit for
protection across battery packs. In these conditions, heavy protection firewalls
are not suitable for vehicle performance, so the battery pack is protected with
an efficient light weight material protection sheet, but when an extreme crash
happens, this protection sheet can undergo various shapes of impact. These
can be either sharp edges or uneven shapes. In this research mechanical
abuse conditions are comprised of quasi-static loading where four test protocols
which are rod, circular punch, three-point bend and flat plate are used to
investigate thermal runaway events at various SOCs. Numerical simulation
method is used to validate results which are discussed in chapter 5.
Different types of loads are used in this research which serve the common
purpose of detecting an onset of short circuit and respective thermal and
mechanical behaviour. Temperature variations due to SOC, and the forcedisplacement relationship are considered, which vary at different loading
conditions. Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) is reported for the duration of each
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experiment; continuous voltage measurements are recorded during each
loading test. This chapter covers details of the test setup, equipment and
devices used, preparation of cells for the test, techniques used to conduct tests
and initial results of the experiment.
3.2 Description of experimental work
In the current research two sets of experiments are used, where the first
experiment is used for cell conditioning using charge, discharge and continuous
monitoring of temperature and open circuit voltages (OCV), as voltage and
temperature variations are important to understand short-circuit induced thermal
runaway. In the second experiment a controlled chamber is designed using
polycarbonate sheet which is good for fire resistance and provides maximum
protection to equipment and personnel. A calibrated mechanical press with a
load cell is used which is equipped with a data logger, thermal camera and
laptop (PC) to capture and record data when different loading conditions are
applied on initially conditioned cells. The onset of a short circuit is an important
criterion to detect signs of thermal runaway in the case of mechanical abuse.
Both experimental setups are discussed in detail in this section. Failure of
components or apparatus is mentioned when they occur during testing of cells.
3.3 Battery conditioning
Lithium-ion batteries are considered safe when used under manufacturer
described conditions but excessive charge/discharge and inappropriate
handling can cause battery degradation or initiate internal failures before they
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are used in actual applications so in this experiment a unique set up is designed
to condition batteries which use a constant current-constant voltage (CC-CV)
charging régime and controlled DC load to discharge at a desired level.
3.3.1 Test equipment setup
Initially, batteries are tested for their charge/discharge behaviour to ensure
batteries are in a good condition and to understand and observe temperature
variations in individual cells as an unbalanced cell can cause propagation of
failure in adjacent cells. Results obtained in this experiment are compared with
other cells to make sure cells are in a healthy condition to use in further
experiments. To avoid stress conditions, low charge rates are applied on all
cells. In most of the cases, charge time varies because of initial charge states.
The test setup is shown in figure 3.1, and explained in detail in the following
sections.

Figure 3.1: Battery testing hierarchy
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A Chroma Programmable power supply 62100H-30 is used due to its high
commercial acceptance and usage in battery testing experiments, which fulfils
most of the battery charging and balancing requirements from small capacity
cells to large commercial cells. 62100H-30 has an output voltage range of 030V with line regulation of +-0.01% of full scale and load regulation of +-0.02%
of full scale, output current range of 0-375A with line regulation of +-0.05% of
full scale and load regulation of +-0.1% of full scale and output power of 11.25
kW. With high precision readings, this power supply accounts for voltage and
current temperature coefficients which are 0.04% of Vmax/˚C and 0.06% of
Imax/˚C for voltage and current respectively.
A Chroma DC electronic load 63205 is used for constant current (CC), constant
voltage (CV) discharge which also has constant power and constant resistance
discharge options but we didn’t use these functions for the current experiment.
DC load has a power rating of 6.5kW, the current rating of 0-180A with a
resolution of 52mA and accuracy of 0.1%+0.2% full scale. DC load has a
voltage rating of 0-80V with a minimum operating voltage of 1V at 80A and
resolution of 2mV with an accuracy of 0.05%+0.1% full scale.
A Chroma digital multimeter 12601 is used in this experiment which has the
additional option of data logging on PC using software which can measure 11
types of measurements including voltage, current, resistance and temperature
using thermocouples. In this experiment K-type thermocouples with a range of 200˚C ~ 1372° and an accuracy of ± 1.5˚C are used with the multimeter to
constantly monitor the surface temperature of cells.
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A Chroma power supply 62100H-30, DC electronic load 63205 and digital
multimeter 12601 are interconnected and then further connected to PC using an
RS-232 interface to log data at certain time intervals and avoid apparatus
setting every time as most of the settings can be changed using software. The
arrangement of apparatus for this experimental setup is shown in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Arrangement of apparatus for Initial test

3.3.2 Cell selection and assumptions
Cells used in this research are Samsung 2200mAh lithium-ion cells from
Samsung, Korea. The cell has dimensions of 18mm diameter and 65mm length
with LiCoO2/graphite chemistry. Low capacity cells are chosen to avoid severe
conditions during cell conditioning and actual tests. Figure 3.3(a) shows 18650
Samsung 2200mAh cell.
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These cells have a steel casing of thickness ~0.30mm and spiral wound layers
of the anode, cathode, separator, anode current collector and cathode current
collector as shown in figure 3.3(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: (a)18650 Samsung 2200mAh cell, (b) Spiral wound layers of 18650
cylindrical cell

Cell temperatures are not fixed so the temperature variations are the result of
natural heat up and cool down. According to Doerffel, (2007) accurate
measurement of cell temperatures is difficult as in situ measurement is not
possible in all applications, so temperature measurement at cell terminals was
proposed where the negative electrode has a high thermal conductivity
compared to the positive electrode and this method gives a better accuracy of
temperature compared to measuring on the surface.
3.3.3 Test régime
The cells are charged and discharged at three different C-rates 0.3C, 0.5C and
1C. Self-discharge is ignored due to the frequency at which the cells are used.
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To achieve accuracy and consistent results, constant current (CC), and the
constant voltage (CV) régime is used to condition all the cells used in this
research. The discharge portion of the test cycle is performed at a constant
current. The test protocol for each charge/discharge rate is as follows (Sheikh,
et al., 2015):
1.

Step 1 – Rest for 1 minute.

2.

Step 2 – Charging. The cell was charged at the specified rate until a cut-off
voltage is reached. This voltage was maintained until the current dropped
to 0.01C (i.e., 22mA for these cells) (Doerffel, 2007).

3.

Step 3 – Discharge. The cells were discharged at the specified rate until the
voltage dropped to cut off voltage.

4.

Step 4 – Rest for 1 minute

All batteries were stored in a battery chamber for 48 hours so that they could
attain an equilibrium state and the OCV become stable during this period. The
chamber used for battery testing and installation is discussed in the next
section.
3.4 Battery chamber installation
The battery chamber is specially designed for this experiment which includes
ventilation, isolated bottom surface to avoid contact with metal, fan controlled
exhaust to maintain temperature, and protection fuses to avoid damage to
equipment in case of abuse conditions including short circuit, over-charge, overdischarge or unexpected load conditions. An alarm function is also used from
the power supply and DC load to avoid damage. An emergency alarm in case
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of smoke/fire in the test chamber was installed for further safety of personnel
and equipment. A thermometer was installed inside the chamber to constantly
monitor temperatures. Battery chamber with setup is shown in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Battery chamber and initial conditioning unit

Before experimental work, the temperature of the cell and test components are
maintained in the chamber so that supporting plates and wedges would not act
as a medium for the cell to dissipate heat which could affect battery heat
distribution and result in unrealistic temperature variations. The experimental
set up for the mechanical load with the equipment used and the rationale for
setup are discussed in the following sections.
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3.5 Mechanical loading setup
A specialised test setup had been designed to conduct experimental work
where every possible precaution was taken to achieve maximum accuracy and
ensure safety of personnel and equipment. A rigid wood base was used to fix
the mechanical press to absorb shock and protect against movement. The
mechanical press was equipped with a 100kN load cell to record force applied,
load cell is capable of both tensile and compression testing with output of
2mV/V with very low deflection. A Datum XL100 data logger with 8 channels
was used for load cell, thermocouples and voltage data logging. A power supply
for load cell was used which is accurate enough to constantly provide required
voltage for load cell without fluctuations. FLIR infrared thermal camera was
used to capture and record test data where the reference temperature was set
for the cell so that temperature of equipment did not affect the results. A laptop
was used to record all test data with a unique test number and test conditions.
A polycarbonate sheet with a thickness of 3mm was used to protect equipment
and personnel from hazardous situations which might happen in the form of cell
ignition or fire. Experimental setup is shown in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Mechanical loading setup

Mechanical abuse tests were applied to 18650 cylindrical lithium battery cells.
Displacement (mm), Force (N); Temperature (°C), Voltage (V) and Stress (MPa)
measurements were recorded after loading was applied to the batteries.
3.6 Description of testing protocol
In this section, the test procedure is discussed in great detail where loading
conditions, type of testing, individual cells’ behaviour and significant results are
discussed. The trials were run in four different states of charge SOC (0%, 25%,
50% and 75%) with five repeated tests to evaluate thermal runway of 18650
lithium ion battery. Tang, et al. (2017); Xu, et al. (2016); Melcher, et al. (2016);
Spinner, et al. (2015b) and Sahraei, et al. (2012a) have also worked on 18650
lithium-ion batteries, where Saharei, et al. (2012a) used constant SOC of 10%,
and temperature variations were not considered.
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In current research

temperature variations with SOC is considered which varied at different loading
conditions. Repeated tests showed similar results, values are compared with
each test and mean values are used for further analysis.
Thermal properties of the loading tests are reported with an infrared camera to
observe the initial hot spot and crack location, where thermal properties are
observed as stable conditions, changed to under stress conditions. Thermal
images at different SOC values are taken where sampling time is crucial to
judge short circuit occurrence.
Thermal runaway is evaluated by reporting the amount of displacement in
millimetres after impact is exerted on 18650 lithium-ion batteries with rapid
change in thermal properties. The high rate of change of temperature causes a
sudden voltage drop which was evident in this research and discussed in detail
on different abuse conditions. The temperatures were measured at three sites
on the surface of each battery. The method of thermocouple attachment on the
battery was implemented because it is a more practical method than, for
example the use of adiabatic Accelerating Rate Calorimetry (ARC) that requires
access to an adiabatic calorimeter and causes gas release (Orendorff, et al.,
2016). Attaching the thermocouples to three locations of the battery cell allowed
the top, bottom and mid-surface battery sections to be evaluated for
temperature changes (Sahraei, et al., 2016). Thermocouples are attached to
the surface of each battery at the positive charge terminal end (+ve), the midsurface and the negative charge terminal (-ve).
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3.6.1 Rod test
Rod with diameter 11.70mm and length 33.20mm was used, which is ’T’ shaped
and the material used is alloy steel. A rigid base plate is placed beneath the cell
which is tightened from the bottom and fixed on a mechanical press. The rod
indenter is calibrated with the load cell using a specialised design adapter to
make sure the rod is fixed and does not give inertial forces during compression
of cell. Insulated sheet was used to avoid heat transfer which may occur when
indenter/bottom plate established contact with the cell which is thermally active.
In the 0% SOC rod test, the onset of a change began at approximately the
same time for all the thermocouples at about 8.51mm displacement for +ve
terminal and mid surface but occurred a few seconds earlier for –ve terminal
when the displacement is equal to 8.389mm. Test setup is shown in figure 3.6
(a,b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: (a) Line diagram of rod test, (b) Experimental setup for rod test
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The temperature for –ve terminal showed an approximately 90°C increase
when the largest displacement amount was observed. The OCV was 3.43 V
when the experiment started but after 336 seconds the dropped to
approximately 0.08 V. The force measured at 12.776 kN. In 25% SOC with rod
loading the highest temperature was 68.2°C at the largest displacement of
approximately 7.794 mm and voltage rapidly decreased to zero within a few
seconds.
The rod test for the lithium-ion battery cells in 50% SOC did not show a
dramatically changed displacement. The largest displacement caused by the
rod in a 50% SOC environment measured approximately 7.569mm, at that point
+ve terminal temperature equalled about 22.2°C, the mid surface temperature
equalled about 23.5°C and -ve terminal temperature equalled about 31.5°C,
after which the displacement remained the same, so that this test was
discarded and not considered for further analysis in this thesis. For a better
understanding of the results mean values of force and displacement at various
SOCs were compared as shown in figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Rod test, force and displacement at different SOCs

As described above, the displacement varies at various SOCs therefore to
generalise results and achieve accuracy. Displacement cut off point is set to
7mm to check applied force and displacement response due to SOC. At high
temperatures, the battery casing which is made of steel and current collectors
made of copper and aluminium became softer which is also mentioned by Xu,
et al. (2016); Scapin, et al. (2014) and Chen, et al. (2004). As shown in figure
3.7, low force is required for 0% SOC which is due to the very little
electrochemical reaction, in the cell and applied force is higher at higher SOCs
which is due to hardening of cell layers as the electrochemical reaction took
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place with lithium insertion and transport. This phenomenon was observed for
other loading conditions; however this is not the ultimate scope of this research.
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Figure 3.8: Rod test, Voltages Vs Temperature at 75% SOC for complete test

Further analysis was done to understand the effects of SOC on short circuit
occurrence and sudden voltage drop observed at high SOCs compared to lower
values of SOCs. A similar phenomenon was observed by Xu, et al. (2016)
where loading type was flat plate and three-point bend. Voltage drop due to
short circuit occurrence was discussed by Sahraei, et al. (2012a) but the effect
of SOCs on short circuit are not considered in great detail, however, the onset
of short circuit with respect to peak force and voltage drop is discussed. Times
for short circuit occurrence and voltage response are shown in figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Short circuit occurrence at 75% SOC, rod test

Localised time duration of short circuit occurrence, where voltage dropped to
nearly zero and stabilised itself to nearly cut off voltage shows deformation of
one or more than one layers and the voltage increase after short circuit is due
to release of applied force which allowed layers to relax. Applied force with
respect to time is shown in figure 3.10, where at 25% SOC force drops at
around 300 sec which is the time of short circuit and is due to release of load.
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The above phenomenon is further explained in figure 3.11, where it can be
seen that higher the initial SOC requires higher force as layers become stiff due
to electrochemical reaction, where the higher the potential the higher the
stiffness of layers which are also reported by Xu, et al. (2016) and Sahraei, et
al. (2012a).
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Figure 3.11: Significant rod test results for force and voltage

To conclude, the rod test results were compared for 75% SOC, which is evident
in Hooper, et al. (2016) where high cell degradation occurs at 75% SOC, so
repeated tests were used to achieve better accuracy at initially conditioned 75%
SOC cells. Results obtained are shown in figure 3.12.
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As shown in figure 3.12, within ten seconds of short circuit occurrence where
force was released the voltage dropped to nearly zero and the temperature
increased at the rate of 540°C/minute, which is important to detect early battery
degradation as individual battery cells with such a high temperature rise can
cause adjacent cells to degrade or imbalance temperature distribution within the
module or pack. These results are further explained in the next chapter where
crack initiation and initial hotspots due to mechanical failures are discussed.
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3.6.2 Circular punch test
A circular punch with outside diameter 15mm, height 24.50mm and inside
diameter 11.70mm was designed with alloy steel material using the same safety
precautions for testing as for rod test. A rigid flat plate was used for the base
which was fixed on a mechanical press. Test conducted with the circular punch
is discussed in the following sections.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13: (a) Line diagram circular punch test, (b) Experimental setup for
circular punch test

Initially at 0% and 25% SOCs circular punch test did not show major changes in
voltage and temperatures. Repeated tests exhibited similar behaviour which
might have been due to low potential and electrochemical reaction which is
slow to proceed to a similar phenomenon as detailed by Jian, et al. (2016),
where the electrochemical process is considered to have a finite current value
or non-zero current value which means it would have some internal resistance
which is also at non-zero value so that initial voltage value, which represents
OCV, may have a slightly different value compared to the measured value but
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where the voltage (OCV) would be dependent on SOC as reported in this
thesis. To understand voltage and SOC dependence in circular punch test high
SOC values of 50% and 75% were used and concluded with significant
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Figure 3.14: Circular punch, force Vs displacement at 50% and 75% SOC

Low current values were used to condition cells as mentioned at the beginning
of this chapter to control Li insertion/extraction rates among the particles of the
electrodes. As mentioned by Roscher, et al. (2011) inhomogeneity can occur in
the particles’ Li content due to very high current rates which can force transfer
of ions from lithiated to delithiated particles. The under mentioned controlled
environment of 50% and 75% SOC cells were tested and found that high SOC
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cells (75% in circular punch case) tended to attain short circuit earlier compared
to their low SOC counterparts due to softening of the metal layers (current
collectors and casing) and at the same force voltage dropped to zero and force
released due to cell deformation. The deformation value was lower than 50%
SOC which exhibited hardening of layers as show in figure 3.14. Force and
voltage relation with respect to time is shown in figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Circular punch, force and voltage relation at 75% SOC

Contact area is important when discussing internal shorting due to external
force applied where layers become closer and shrink in the case of separator
and break in the case of active materials which are low density. Active materials
use coatings where anode with graphite coating and cathode with LiCoO 2
coating was used in 18650 cylindrical cells discussed in this work. As shown in
figure 3.15, short circuit occurred at around 14 kN force where the potential
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difference was around 0.2V.

Layers exerted high force before going into

damage zone and making contact with current collectors. The mechanism of
internal short circuit was discussed by Guo, et al. (2016) and is as shown in
figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16: Internal short circuit occurrence due to over-discharged process
(Guo et al., 2016)

Internal short circuit with respect to SOC is explained by Guo, et al. (2016)
where internal short circuit due to over-discharge cells is considered, but in
current research short circuit initiation due to deformation of layers is discussed
which can be more catastrophic if this happens in the battery pack or module
where cells are connected in series/parallel and initiation of short circuit in one
or more cells can attain higher temperatures and SOC can go as low as -20%
as shown in figure 3.16. Thermography results are discussed in detail to
analyse this phenomenon in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.17: Circular punch, voltage and temperature relation at 50% SOC

Xu, et al. (2016) and Guo, et al. (2016) discussed short circuit occurrence of
lithium-ion batteries where Xu, et al. (2016) tested SOC dependent mechanical
integrity of lithium-ion batteries and Guo, et al. (2016) discussed over-discharge
induced internal short circuit, but in both pieces of research thermal effects were
not considered in detail where temperature increased after short circuit
occurrence as shown in figure 3.17, where temperature rose to 100°C within a
minute which is much slower compared to temperature increase rate of
540°C/minute in case of rod test.
3.6.3 Three-point bend test
Three-point bend test is performed on 18650 lithium-ion cells to check
mechanical integrity of these cells where cells tend to bend in a way with much
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of the stress exerted on the mid bottom surface. Three-point bend tests are not
commonly used for these types of batteries in the literature and very little
evidence was found (Xu, et al. 2016; Sahraei, et al. 2012a), for these tests but
the type of indenter and support varied in dimensions. Three-point bend test
holder and indenter are discussed in this section.
Specific cell holder and sharp edge indenter were designed, where dimensions
for cell holder were 88mm length, 56mm width and cell holder cuts of 19.7mm.
Cell holder supports were welded to 4mm thick bottom rigid plate and the gap
between both holder plates was 42mm as shown in figure 3.18. Indenter has
cone shape with length 7.4mm and thickness of 1mm, where total length of
indenter was 24.50mm and rod diameter of 11.70mm. The same assembly
protocol was used as when rod test and circular punch were used. Detailed
experimental results are discussed in the following sections.
Sharp edge of thickness 1 mm is chosen for this research because it differs
from nail penetration where short circuit initiation occurred due to nail
penetration (NHTSA, 2017; Zhao, et al. 2015; Christopher, et al.,2014; Feng, et
al. 2014;) deep into the layers and showed high temperature change as all
layers were in contact with nail, but in the current research sudden loading
conditions were calculated which could be the result of initial deformation of
separator layers or current collectors coming into contact where, due to energy
absorption after short circuit forces, drop down to low values and impact
becomes quasi-static. Experimental set up is shown in figure 3.18(a,b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.18: (a) Line diagram for Three-point test, (b) Experimental setup for
Three-point bend test

For three-point bend test with sharp edge of 1mm, maximum force applied to
initiate short circuit for 75% SOC is 2.98 kN. Lower force values were recorded
at other SOCs. Temperature increase and voltage drop were recorded for all
tests as shown in figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.19: Three-point bend test, voltage and temperature relation

The 100% SOC test which is only used for three-point bend test, the
temperature rose to 110°C with force 3kN and displacement of 7.7mm at the
instant of short circuit. Temperature rise is sudden and rose at the rate of
700°C/minute. Sharp edge crack on sides and mid surface were recorded and
tension at bottom was recorded which showed steel material stiffness at the
time of impact. Similar results were observed for 25% SOC and 75% SOC,
although 50% SOC was ignored due to inconsistent results during repeated
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tests. Force-displacement behaviour at short circuit was shown in figure 3.20.
Faster voltage drop in low SOC was observed which was due to immediate
short circuit development in these cells.
Force (N)
Force (N)
Force (N)

4000

3-Point bending test

3500
25% SoC

3000

Force (N)

2500
75% SoC

2000
1500

100% SoC

1000
500
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Displacement (mm)

Figure 3.20: Three-point bend test, Force and displacement relation at
different SOCs

As shown in figure 3.20, initially the cell experienced an elastic region but
fracture occurred at a force of 2.5kN for 25% SOC and at 3.2kN cell started to
deform and undergo deformation which is the initiation of short circuit for this
test. 75% more force was required for initial fracture which was 3.2kN and
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permanent deformation occurred immediately after initial fracture at 3kN and
cell experienced short circuit. For 100% SOC cell experienced fracture at 1.8kN
but did not undergo short circuit until applied force was 3.5 kN. Buckling of steel
casing was observed from 100% SOC where force varied due to softening of
steel casing but did not achieve permanent deformation. A similar phenomenon
is mentioned by (Xu, et al. 2016).
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Figure 3.21: Sudden voltage drop as a result of short circuit due to bending

As explained above, short circuit occurrence will be slow in high SOC cells but
temperature variation will be high in these cells as high energy content is
stored. Rate of temperature change may vary which depends on many factors
including, area of fracture and place of temperature measurement. In figure
3.21, voltage drop due to short circuit with 100% SOC is shown. It was
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observed that it took 7 seconds to attain the voltage drop to nearly zero value
following the high temperatures attained. This phenomenon will be further
investigated in the next chapter where more thermal and electrical parameters
will be involved to detect early signs of short circuit which can lead to thermal
runaway. Due to similarity and consistent results, 75% SOC tests for three-point
bend will be further investigated.
3.6.4 Flat plate deformation test
Flat plate deformation test was conducted using flat plate adaptor of length
70mm and width 20mm which was fixed to load cell. The bottom plate was a
rigid plate with much higher dimensions than the indenter. No cell support was
used for this test. Electrolyte leakage occurred in flat plate deformation as
batteries underwent large mechanical failures.
Four environments were used when measuring the displacement occurring due
to flat plate compression: 0%, 25%, 50% and 75% SOC. The compression was
caused by the two flat plates each measuring 20 mm x 70 mm as shown in
figure 3.22 (a,b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.22: (a) Line diagram for plate plate test, (b) Experimental setup for Flat
plate test

During flat plate compression test first temperature peak started to form at the
same time for each surface location under the condition of 0% SOC, but the
peaks for the buckling of the shell and the shell fracture occurred very close.
The flat plate compression results for the 25% SOC environment over time
showed an unusual shape. High temperatures were recorded as shown in
figure 3.24.
The flat plate compression results for the 50% SOC environment show that the
maximum displacement occurred at 6.450 mm. The curve began its increase
close to a temperature of 90°C, after the peak for all three thermocouples
attached at top, mid and bottom of cell had displacement measurements of
6.36mm to 6.45mm. The curves descended to their initial level so that by
6.45mm all the sections of the battery lost voltage.
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Figure 3.23: Flat plate temperature variations at various SOC
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Figure 3.24: Flat plate, 0% SOC temperature and voltage variations at short
circuit
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As shown in figure 3.24, voltage and temperature variations were different in flat
plate compression as maximum cell area was impacted with this type where cell
temperature increased immediately after load applied, although some voltage
fluctuations were observed which indicated changes in cell’s internal chemical
properties where current collectors and active materials were in direct contact.
These types of cell fractures were not observed on the steel shell casing but
endcaps were affected as at the high force endcaps started to become
detached and electrolyte leakage occurred. This indicates flat plate deformation
can cause cells to undergo internal damage even though there are no signs of
external rupture or damage; however change of shape is observed due to this
type of loading where the cell changes from circular shape to elliptical shape.
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Voltage variations for 75% SOC is shown in figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.25: Voltage variations at 75% SOC with respect to time at short circuit
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The abrupt ascent of the three sections of the lithium ion battery cell is shown
as a 90°C increase where the maximum displacement measures 7.331mm. The
shape of the curves are similar at the lowest level, mid-surface and -ve at the
highest level as the curves move from the first peak at a range between 100°C
to 120°C for thermocouples +ve, mid-surface and –ve at 7.329 mm; and then to
the second peak ranging from 125°C to 160°C for +ve, mid-surface and -ve in
the 75% SOC environment under flat plate compression. The second peak
occurs at 7.263 mm for all three thermocouple sections of the lithium-ion cell.
The results are far more dramatic for this type of compression than for the rod
caused displacement. These testing and relevant results are further detailed in
next chapter.
3.7 Summary
Short circuit leading to thermal runaway is evaluated in this chapter where test
setup and protocols are discussed in detail. All tests showed significant results
where short circuit occurrence and time of temperature increase and voltage
drop with drop in force were evaluated. Repeated tests were used for accuracy
(accurate mean values are used for analysis). Due to the nature of the
experiment, several cells were tested for each test protocol but due to the
limitations of this thesis significant results were discussed and conclusions
drawn from those results. As discussed and shown in above sections, all
loading conditions have their significance in this work, where the ultimate goal is
to detect early signs of short circuit which may lead to thermal runaway due to
quasi-static loading conditions. The three-point bend test showed short circuit
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occurrence due to low applied force; however flat plate deformation showed
less displacement. In rod, circular punch and flat plate deformation tests,
significant temperature changes were observed which vary with varying SOC.
Results obtained and discussed in this chapter are further discussed in the next
chapter where crack initiation due to impact, crack location and governing
mathematical equations and results are discussed in detail.
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Chapter 4: Experimental Analysis and Results
4.1 Introduction
Initial battery failures due to all four loading conditions were discussed in
previous chapters where full recovery zones for cells were not evident during
the testing, however partial recovery on a few of the tests was observed which
will be explained in detail to discuss cell characteristics before and after
recovery.
Results from the previous chapter are concluded for short circuit displacement,
and the stress-strain relation is discussed for each test condition with the stored
capacity which is expressed as SOC. Structural analysis for each test type is
detailed with failure pattern and behaviour, where cell deformation with the
initiation of buckling, crack, or fracture is considered. Temperature variations,
particularly in the onset of short circuit and possible thermal runaway, are
discussed where results from the thermal camera were used with sample time
and contour plot of temperature change.

4.2 Displacement analysis
Initial analysis focused on exploring how displacement relates to the onset of
the short circuit in the batteries, where figure 4.1 shows displacement vs. SOC
at the point of the short circuit, where the short circuit is defined as the moment
that the cells’ voltage began to drop. Short circuit occurrence for flat plate took
place at relatively low displacement for 0% SOC, but the highest displacement
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of approximately 7mm is observed for 75% SOC, which is the highest SOC in
this loading condition. These phenomena are also mentioned by Xu, et al.
(2016) and considered as stiffening of internal layers.
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Figure 4.1: Displacement Vs SOC at short circuit

Circular punch test showed similar behaviour at 50% and 75% SOCs, where the
amount of displacement at the short circuit is the same, however at 25% SOC,
and high displacement value was observed for short circuit occurrence. Threepoint bend test showed a linear increase of displacement with increasing SOC
except at 75% SOC where short circuit occurred when sharp edge travelled less
distance. For rod test, unusual behaviour was observed where linearly
decreasing displacement with increasing SOC was observed except 50% SOC
where the low value was observed. By repeating test much higher values were
observed, which are shown in figure 4.1. This finding is significant to
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understand displacement behaviour of cells, which is further detailed as
displacement range for short circuit occurrence due to quasi-static loading. For
flat plate tests displacement range for all tests, scenarios are 5mm to 7mm,
which shows battery cells are safe below 5mm displacement during flat plate
deformation, given that same test protocol used here was used for testing.
Displacement range is 7mm to 8mm for rod test and circular punch tests except
for 50% SOC rod test which exhibits low travelled distance of indenter. For
three point bend test this range was 6mm to 8.3mm.

4.3 Temperature analysis
Mean peak temperatures at short circuit instance are shown in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: SOC Vs mean peak temperature
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Figure 4.2, presents the mean maximum temperature for each loading condition
by SOC. The temperature at short circuit occurrence has low values for low
SOCs for all cells, and these values changed with the change in SOC. There is
a positive trend where increases in SOC increase maximum temperature
recorded at the point of the short circuit. The trends for three-point bend, rod
and circular punch tests are similar, but the trend for the flat plate is much
steeper.
A model is fit with the following formula to predict the maximum temperature of
a cell following the short circuit in the flat plate test.
Ln (Max Temp) = 3.739 + (0.008 + 0.01982)*SOC + (-0.056)

(4.1)

Where Max Temp is the temperature in °C, SOC is the percentage state of
charge out of 100.
Temperature change rate which is the maximum change at the instant of short
circuit is discussed below where temperature change rate varies regardless of
maximum temperature so that temperature change rate is observed to explain
the propagation of temperature change immediately after short circuit where
load is released and mean values are used for analysis as shown in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Mean maximum temperature change rate for all tests

SOC against mean peak temperature change (degrees/min) is presented in
Figure 4.3, Similar to above, it would appear there is generally a positive
relationship between rate of temperature change and SOC, but there seems to
be less effect from test type, although circular punch is steeper than the other
three test scenarios. Based on the previous analysis of displacement at short
circuit, it can be concluded that it is likely that displacement has less effect on
temperature if all conditions are not considered; therefore, models predict the
temperature will include SOC and test type as predictor variables. Detail of all
the values obtained are given in the next section with hotspot and local
temperature change at the location of the short circuit.
A linear model predicting maximum temperature change is also used following
the methods of the previous model. The final model for circular punch is:
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Max Temp Change = 62.66 + (2.037 + 9.595)*SOC + (-299.46) (4.2)
Where maximum temperature change is degrees/minute, C is 1 for circular
punch loading conditions, and SOC is the state of charge out of 100. This
model predicts the maximum temperature change concerning SOC.
Both models developed predict that thermal runaway of the cell can occur when
the SOC is greater than 25% for the flat plate. In this scenario, it is predicted
that the temperature will exceed 80ºC, beyond the safe operating temperatures
of the cell, and can begin thermal runaway. Extrapolating this finding to a bank
of cells to find how much neighbouring cells would heat up is difficult. An
additional difficulty is that a loading condition like the flat plate would have
difficulty occurring in a bank of cells without also crushing the entire bank.
It is worth noting that the first model does predict maximum temperatures of
320ºC for a 75% charged cell in a flat plate loading condition, four times the
maximum safe operating threshold which is also evident from thermal camera
results described later in this chapter. This high temperature could potentially
lead to thermal runaway on neighbouring cells, however this provides grounds
for predicting safety criteria, and thermal runaway occurrence may vary with
operating conditions and impact speed which is explained earlier in this chapter.
Additionally, Sahraei, et al. (2012a) noted that there are many factors of the cell
which may lead to thermal runaway including chemistry of the cell, resistance of
the separator to heat, size of the fractured part, rate of heat transfer and if a
damaged cell does not go to thermal runaway there is a slow process of
electrochemical reaction releasing gases that could lead to other failure events,
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and that the dead cell inside the battery pack can also distort the electrical
balance of the pack leading to other consequences.

4.4 Immediate and post-failure analysis
Short circuit occurrence is reported immediately at the point of short circuit,
compared to some of the studies provided in the literature with the hightemperature change due to the maximum affected area and deep penetration of
object, causing high internal resistance increase and severe short circuit
occurrence. Similar phenomena were widely addressed using nail penetration
tests, where primarily disturbance is created to affect electrochemical reactions
inside cells.
Detailed results are presented in this chapter and previous chapter, where force
vs. displacement for all test scenarios is presented, and voltage vs. temperature
is presented. Most of the batteries appear to have experienced short circuit
followed by temperature increases.
For the all test scenarios, nominal stress and nominal strain behaviour are
calculated using equations 4.3 to 4.6 as follows,

𝐹

𝜎𝑛 = 𝐴

(4.3)

Where F is the force applied as shown and discussed in this chapter and
previous chapter, A is the area of contact which is given by Xu, et al. (2016) as
follows,
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A = 𝑙𝑐 𝑏𝑐

(4.4)

Where lc is the length of the cell and width of the contact bc , is calculated by
Eq. 4.5, as given below,
bc = 2𝑅𝑎𝑟𝑐 𝑐𝑜𝑠 [

𝑅−𝑠/2
𝑅

]

(4.5)

Where “R” is the radius of the cell and “s” is the displacement of the indenter
used, so the nominal stain εn can be obtained using Eq. 4.6, given as follow
εn =

𝑠

(4.6)

2𝑅

All the analyses mentioned in this section are discussed with each test protocol
in the following section and the conclusion of analysis is presented in the later
section.
4.4.1 Rod test

4.4.1.1 Immediate failure analysis

In this section first instances of short circuit with observed values are discussed
where the initial and final time of observation and final voltages are detailed.
This section serves the purpose of including detail values in the form of a table
so that these values can be referred to in particular sections. Numeric values
used in this section are useful to relate short circuit occurrence with other
failures as mentioned throughout this chapter. Nomenclature according to
loading scenario and % SOC are used and first later of each test case is used
with the parameter as given in tables 4.1 to 4.16. For rod test “r” is used, where
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tr0 represents time of short circuit occurrence at 0% SOC, Fr0 represents applied
force, dsr0 represents displacement at short circuit for 0% SOC, Tir0 represents
initial temperature before short circuit occurrence at 0% SOC, Tfr0 represents
final temperature, ΔTr0 represents change in temperature, Vr0 is used for
voltage, εnr0 represents nominal failure strain for 0% SOC rod test and σnr0
represents nominal failure stress for 0% SOC. The same nomenclature is used
for all loading conditions except the test case initial which is denoted as r,c,t
and f. Three points of interest for test time (t) and voltage (V) are given for all
the test cases in the detailed analysis, where tables provide these values.
For 0% SOC rod test short circuit started at the force (Fr0) of 10.32 kN with
initial short circuit displacement (dsr0) 8.389mm and temperature change (ΔTr0)
is 5.3˚C within 5 sec of occurrence. Cell took 2 minutes before being completely
drained and a slow increase of temperature was observed which was discussed
earlier in this chapter. Initial voltage (Vr0) is 3.343 V, all the values obtained from
this test are given in Table 4.1.
Time
(s)
tr0

Force
(kN)
Fr0

280
384
405

10.32

Displacement
(mm)
dsr0

8.389

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tir0

20

Final
temp
(ᵒC)
Tfr0

25.3

Change
in temp
(ᵒC)
ΔTr0

Voltage
Vr0
(V)

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnr0

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnr0
(MPa)

5.3

3.343
3.341
0.07

0.4661

8.754

Table 4. 1: 0% SOC rod test results at short circuit development

High force (Fr25) is required for 25% SOC, where relatively low displacement
(dsr25) is observed and high-temperature change (ΔTr25) is observed for first 10
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sec where ΔTr25 is 47.7˚C. As detailed in table 4.2, short circuit occurrence for
25% rod test happened at nearly same loading time as 0% SOC, but
temperature response is high and initial voltage (Vr25) took 40 sec to reach the
voltage below cut off point.
Time
(s)
tr25

286
320
325

Force
(kN)
Fr25

11.80

Displacement
(mm)
dsr25

7.794

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tir25

21

Final
temp
Tfr25
(ᵒC)

Change
in temp
ΔTr25
(ᵒC)

Voltage
Vr25
(V)

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnr25

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnr25
(MPa)

68.28

47.7

3.612
3.45
0.13

0.416

10.419

Table 4. 2: 25% SOC rod test results at short circuit development

At 50% SOC short circuit time (tr50) applied force (Fr50) is identical to 25% SOC;
however, slightly low displacement is observed and temperature change (ΔTr50)
is 65.7˚C. Similar failure stress (σnr50) and strain (εnr50) behaviour are observed,
where it took 39 sec to enter into severe failure modes. Table 4.3 gives values
of 50% SOC rod test.
Time
(s)
tr50

Forc
e
(kN)
Fr50

Displacemen
t (mm)
dsr50

217
256
487

11.9

7.569

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tir50

20.1

Final
temp
Tfr50

Change
in temp
ΔTr50

Voltage
Vr50
(V)

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnr50

85.8

65.7

3.654
2.99
0.20

0.4205

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnr50
(MPa)

10.676

Table 4. 3: 50% SOC rod test results at short circuit development

Similar to observations for 0%. 25% and 50% SOCs, 75% SOC rod test
behaviour is observed in detail where cell showed stiffness and required the
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high force (Fr75), to initiate short-circuit phenomena. Initial voltage (Vr75) was
3.894 V and it took 65 sec to completely lose charge. Temperature change
(ΔTr75) was 86.2˚C; significant results are given in table 4.4.
Time
(s)
tr75

310
325
375

Force
(kN)
Fr75

12.25

Displacement
(mm)
dsr75

6.971

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tir75

21.3

Final
temp
Tfr75
(ᵒC)

107.5

Change
in temp
ΔTr75
(ᵒC)

Voltage
Vr75
(V)

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnr75

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnr75
(MPa)

86.2

3.894
3.875
0.182

0.387

11.490

Table 4. 4: 75% SOC rod test results at short circuit development

After initial comparison 75% SOC is selected for thermal analysis as 25% and
50% SOC cells showed identical behaviour contrary to 75% SOC cell where
displacement (dsr75) and final temperature (Tfr75) showed significant changes,
which can be used to analyse initial hotspot for thermal runaway detection.
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4.4.1.2 Nominal stress-strain analysis

Nominal stress (Mpa)
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Figure 4.4: Rod test at 75% SOC, Nominal stress-strain and voltage-strain
curve
As shown in figure 4.4, nominal stress-strain and voltage behaviour were
observed, where ɛnr represents nominal strain for rod test, and σnr represents
nominal stress for rod test. Cell permanent failure occurred at the nominal strain
of 0.42 and nominal stress of 11.5 MPa, failure stress and strain is also
calculated for each test case, where the cell with higher SOC is chosen to
detect failure strain.
For the rod test failure strain showed the linear relationship and had adjusted R
square fit of 0.8449, as shown in figure 4.5, where ɛfr represents failure strain
for rod test.
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Figure 4.5: Nominal failure strain for rod test
Governing equation due to linear fit is given as follows,
𝜀𝑓𝑟 = 0.4573 − 0.0009SOC

(4.7)

Failure strain for rod test has linearly decreasing curve, where at 0% SOC
failure strain is relatively high and for 25% and 50% SOCs failure strain has
identical values which show for 25% and 50% SOCs electrochemical changes
inside cell did not affect mechanical integrity of cell and cell failures showed
identical results. This phenomenon is further investigated using failure stress of
this testing type.
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Figure 4.6: Nominal failure stress for rod test
𝜎𝑓𝑟 = 9.065 + 0.0339SOC

(4.8)

Eq. (4.8) Can be used for rod test failure stress, where σ fr represents failure
stress for rod test; as shown in figure 4.6, with the increasing SOC failure stress
increases which are directly linked to the electrochemical behaviour of cells
where cell stiffness increases as SOC increases. Failure stress is relatively low
at 0% SOC and high at 75% SOC, but identical behaviour is noticed at 25% and
50% SOCs where failure stress is almost the same, which shows cells can
behave in similar ways for different SOC values, however, themal analysis may
provide opposite results as thermal variations depend on individual layers’
behaviour.

4.4.1.3 Post-failure structural analysis

The post-failure structural analysis is conducted to understand failure location
with various SOC and loading conditions. Terminal shapes, crack locations, the
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formation of the crack, top and bottom cell geometries are shown and explained
in this section. As shown in figure 4.7, in rod test due to load at centre location,
cell deforms drastically, and buckling of layers occurred.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.7: Cell physical changes, (a) Top view, (b) buckling of top, (c) side
view, (d) buckling of side

It can be seen that formation of crack did not occur in rod test when cell
experienced short circuit, however, immediate short circuit initiation and voltage
drop without structural damage shows internal layer damage where current
terminals are intact and no cell swelling, smoke or fire is observed. An almost
similar pattern is observed at all SOCs, so cell labelling is not used.
Results obtained by the infrared thermal camera are discussed below.
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4.4.1.4 Post-failure temperature analysis

Figure 4.8: Sequential temperature variations for cell failure at 75% rod test

As shown in figure 4.8, initial hotspot shows highest temperature location is
bottom mid surface but as time passes hotspot location changes and it moves
to terminals (positive and negative terminals) as illustrated in figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Temperature variation location for cell failure at 75% rod test

As shown in figure 4.9, temperature variation is not uniform, and change in
temperature location caused the dip in temperature values which is stable after
this change. Change of temperature location shows the propagation of damage
in the internal electrochemistry. This thermal analysis confirms the results
discussed earlier where values are given in tabular form.
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4.4.2 Circular punch test
4.4.2.1 Immediate failure analysis

During circular punch and rod tests cells are not restrained using side rods and
maximum compressive loading is allowed so that crack location can be
monitored and ejection of compounds, if any, can be observed using the digital
and infrared camera.
In circular punch test unlike other tests, slow build-up of temperature is
observed, and no fracture is observed, however deformation of steel casing
which also deforms internal layers is observed. The rate of temperature change
is quite high compared to other cells because of variation in short circuit
occurrence, which is detailed in previous sections.
As mentioned in previous sections for 0% SOC circular punch test, in one
particular test temperature probe failed, which caused the discrepancy in
temperature reading for that test. Repeated test also did not show any
significant changes, which might be due to internal failures well before structural
failure and caused the battery to respond in a strange way. Failure occurred at
displacement (dsc0) 5.43mm, and change in temperature (ΔTc0) is 16.4ᵒC, and
cell took nearly 300 sec to complete discharge. This observation is detailed in
table 4.5.
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Time
(s)
tc0

Force
(N)
Fc0

Displacement
(mm)
dsc0

420
505
700

9.56

5.431

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tic0

19.2

Final
temp
(ᵒC)
Tfc0

Change
in temp
(ᵒC)
ΔTc0

Voltage
Vc0
V

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnc0

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnc0
(MPa)

35.6

16.4

3.325
1.686
0.367

0.301

10.241

Table 4. 5: 0% SOC circular punch test results at short circuit development

At 25% SOC applied force is high compared to 0% SOC, and high-temperature
change (ΔTc25) of 59.7ᵒC is observed. Voltage drop is slow and took nearly 2
minutes to drop down to zero value. Values of all the parameters and initial and
final results are tabulated in table 4.6.
Time
(s)
tc25

Force
(kN)
Fc25

Displacement
(mm)
dsc25

290
355
430

13.92

7.896

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tic25

19.4

Final
temp
(ᵒC)
Tfc25

Change
in temp
(ᵒC)
ΔTc25

Voltage
Vc25
V

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnc25

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnc25
(MPa)

79.1

59.7

3.615
3.51
0.324

0.4386

12.205

Table 4. 6: 25% SOC circular punch test results at short circuit development

At 50%, similar results as observed in 25% SOC are achieved, however
temperature change (ΔTc50) is 80.1ᵒC and complete cell failure time (tc50) is 94
seconds. This is detailed in table 4.7 below.
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Time
(s)
tc50

Force
(kN)
Fc50

Displacement
(mm)
dsc50

454
474
548

13.20

7.459

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tic50

19.8

Final
temp
(ᵒC)
Tfc50

Change
in temp
(ᵒC)
ΔTc50

Voltage
Vc50
V

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnc50

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnc50
(MPa)

99.9

80.1

3.697
3.559
0.391

0.414

11.936

Table 4. 7: 50% SOC circular punch test results at short circuit development

In 75% SOC circular punch high force (Fc75) is required to initiate the short
circuit, where displacement at short circuit (dsc75) is 7.315mm and temperature
change (ΔTc75) is 89ᵒC. Cell went to complete discharge within 51 sec of short
circuit occurrence. This detail is given in table 4.8. Due to high-temperature
change, fast degradation and failure, 75% SOC circular punch test is further
investigated for temperature variations as shown in figures 4.14 and 4.15.
Time
(s)
tc75

Force
(kN)
Fc75

Displacement
(mm)
dsc75

284
291
335

13.97

7.315

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tic75

21

Final
temp
(ᵒC)
Tfc75

Change
in temp
(ᵒC)
ΔTc75

Voltage
Vc75
V

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnc75

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnc75
(MPa)

110

89

3.913
1.375
0.377

0.406

12.766

Table 4. 8: 75% SOC circular punch test results at short circuit development
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4.4.2.2 Nominal stress-strain analysis
Nominal stress (Mpa)
OCV

14

4.5
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Nominal stress,
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Figure 4.10: Circular punch test, Nominal stress-strain and voltage-strain curve
Circular punch stress-strain behaviour is shown in figure 4.10, where ɛnc
denotes nominal strain for circular punch and σnc represents nominal stress for
circular punch test. Linearly increasing stress-strain behaviour was observed for
this test; however, failure stress-strain behaviour was identical to rod test
failure; hence both tests were used for deformation at centre locations with
different geometries where circular punch had the same effect as flat plate
deformation except contact area which was large for flat plate test. Nominal
strain failure for circular punch test is shown in figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Nominal failure strain for circular punch test
Figure 4.11 shows failure strain for circular punch at various SOCs, where ɛfc
represents failure strain for circular punch test. Although failure strain is linearly
increasing with increasing SOC, increment is very much identical to 50% and
75% SOC which shows at high SOC failure strain become less relevant
compared to 0% SOC where failure strain has comparatively very low value.
Governing equation for circular punch failure strain is as follows.
ε𝑓𝐶 = 0.354 + 0.001SOC

(4.9)

Eq. (4.9) provides linear fit for circular punch failure strain where ε𝑓𝐶 represents
failure strain for circular punch test. Adjusted R square fit is 0.3583.
Failure stress for circular punch is shown in figure 4.12, where σ fc represents
failure stress for circular punch test. With increasing SOC failure stress
increases, however, compression modulus is relatively high. The significant
increase in failure stress is observed for high SOCs except for 25% and 50%
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SOCs which have closest values. Linear fit for failure stress is given in Eq.
(4.10)
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Figure 4.12: Nominal failure stress for circular punch test
σ𝑓𝑐 = 10.691 + 0 ⋅ 0292SOC

(4.10)

Further analysis of temperature variations and temperature change rate with
thermal analysis for circular punch is given in later section.

4.4.2.3 Post-failure structural analysis

In circular punch test, no fracture is observed but high buckling ratio compared
to other tests was observed, which was mainly due to the shape of indenter as
shown in figure 4.13.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.13: Circular punch test, (a) side view, (b) buckling at side, (c) top view,
(d) buckling at top

In circular punch test, due to buckling, cell temperature and voltage change
occurred sequentially but after removing force when the cell was left to observe
temperature variations, it was found that temperature change rate was very high
in circular punch test which can be attributed to uneven buckling. As deflection
was occurring, it means applied load did not affect cell’s load carrying capability.
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4.4.2.4 Post-failure temperature analysis

Figure 4.14: Initial temperature variations for circular punch test at 75% SOC

As shown in figure 4.14, within 5 secs cell attained 60˚C temperature, which
indicates that, at this rate, thermal runaway occurrence is evident if this stay
same for some time. Change of temperature rate is high, as at this ratio of
temperature change cell can undergo burning within a minute and this change
rate also affects test impactor which lost its protective coating and started to
work as the metal heat sink as explained below.
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Figure 4.15: Final temperature variations for circular punch test at 75% SOC

As shown in figure 4.15, as the time progressed the cell dissipated heat to
contact where contact temperature increase and cell temperatures at terminals
started to decrease. This is due to the metal object which acts as a heat sink
and cools down the cell where low temperatures are observed, however short
circuit occurrence is observed as voltage variations are immense. To check this
cell for its failure, post-failure charge test was carried out which is explained in
the following sections.
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4.4.3 Three-point bend test
4.4.3.1 Immediate failure analysis

Sharp edge indenter is used to investigate sharp object effect on cylindrical
cells and possible thermal runaway event. At force (Ft0) 2.33kN short circuit
occurred in 0% SOC test, where the complete discharge of cell took 110 sec.
Short circuit displacement (dst0) was 6.46mm, and temperature change (ΔTt0)
was 16.3°C. Table 4.9, gives values of all the parameters observed during the
impact test.

Time
(Sec)
tt0

390
430
500

Force
(kN)
Ft0

2.33

Displacement
(mm)
dst0

6.46

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tit0

20.9

Final
temp
(ᵒC)

Change
in temp
(ᵒC)

Tft0

ΔTt0

37.2

16.3

Voltage
Vt0
V

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnt0

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnt0
(MPa)

3.31
3.273
0.357

0.344

2.2763

Table 4. 9: 0% SOC three-point bend test results at short circuit development

Higher force (Ft25) is observed for 25% SOC, where short circuit displacement
(dst25) is 7.94 mm and significant temperature change (ΔTt25) of 91.6°C. It took
20 sec for high voltage change and 90 sec for complete discharge of the cell.
Table 4.10, gives values obtained from this test.
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Time
(Sec)
tt25

Force
(kN)
Ft25

Displacement
(mm)
dst25

450
470
540

2.55

7.94

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tit25

21.1

Final
temp
(ᵒC)
Tft25

Change
in temp
(ᵒC)
ΔTt25

Voltage
Vt25
V

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnt25

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnt25
(MPa)

84.5

91.6

3.608
3.59
0.546

0.326

2.229

Table 4. 10: 25% SOC three-point bend test results at short circuit
development

At 50% SOC almost similar applied force as in 25% SOC was observed for the
short circuit occurrence, however, displacement (dst50) was 8.4mm and
temperature change was 63.4°C, which is lower compared to 25% SOC. Cell
showed significant voltage change within 10 sec of the first instance of the short
circuit; however complete failure time for the cell was 135 sec. Table 4.11 gives
values of all the parameters investigated.
Time
(Sec)
tt50

Force
(KN)
Ft50

Displacement
(mm)
dst50

465
475
600

2.577

8.4

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tit50

23.1

Final
temp
(ᵒC)
Tft50

114.7

Change
in temp
(ᵒC)
ΔTt50

Voltage
Vt50
V

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnt50

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnt50
(MPa)

63.4

3.663
3.648
0.219

0.321

2.184

Table 4. 11: 50% SOC three-point bend test results at short circuit
development

Three-point bend test short circuit for 50% SOC occurred at the time (tt75) 300
sec, and within 5 sec cell showed significant voltage change, however complete
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cell failure occurred at 600 sec which is 300 sec after first short circuit
indication. Cell temperature change (ΔTt75) was 91ᵒC. Table 4.12 provides
values of all test parameters for 75% SOC three-point bend.
Time
(Sec)
tt75

Force
(kN)
Ft75

Displacement
(mm)
dst75

300
305
600

2.98

5.807

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tit75

Final
temp
(ᵒC)
Tft75

20.1

111.1

Change
in temp
(ᵒC)
ΔTt75

Voltage
Vt75
V

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnt75

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnt75
(MPa)

91

3.869
3.714
0.17

0.316

3.081

Table 4. 12: 75% SOC three-point bend test results at short circuit development

4.4.3.2 Nominal stress-strain analysis
Nominal stress (Mpa)
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Figure 4.16: Three-point bend test, Nominal stress-strain and voltage-strain
curve
As shown in figure 4.16, nominal stress and nominal strain for battery
degradation in three-point bend test were observed where ɛnt represented
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nominal strain for three-point bend test, and σnt represented nominal stress for
three-point bend test. Unlike rod test in three-point bend low stress and strain
values were observed, where a failure of cell occurred at the nominal strain of
0.32 and stress was 3.32 MPa. This indicates in the case of battery bending
test, initial high-stress values were due to steel casing buckling which
penetrates deep into the layers and failure of layers occurs. This is discussed
concerning individual failure stress and strain behaviour in the following
sections.
To better understand and generalise cell failure due to bending, failure strain for
three-point bend test is shown in figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Nominal failure strain for three-point bend test
ε𝑓𝑡 = 0.34 − 0.0004SOC
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(4.11)

Eq. (4.11) shows linear fit for three-point bend test where εft represents failure
strain for three-point bend test. Eq. (4.11) has adjusted R square fit of 0.9384.
As can be seen in figure 4.12, strain failure for three-point bend test has linearly
decreasing function where at lower SOC high strain failure was observed, unlike
rod test and circular punch test where failure strain for 25% and 50% SOCs
showed similar response and was not affected by failure stress and failure
strain. Linear fit for failure strain is shown in Eq. (4.11).
Figure 4.18, shows failure stress for three-point bend test where failure stresses
for 0%, 25% and 50% SOCs are identical and indicate that at low SOCs failures
follow same stress pattern, unlike failure strain which is high at low SOCs.
Linear fit for failure stress is given in Eq. (4.12), where σft represents failure
stress for three-point bend test.
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Figure 4.18: Nominal failure stress for three-point bend test
σ𝑓𝑡 = 2.0872 + 0.0095SOC
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(4.12)

Further analysis for battery failures due to three-point bending is discussed in
the following section; however, the stress-strain analysis provides grounds for
further analysis and are useful for simulation.
4.4.3.3 Post-failure structural analysis

In three-point bend test, cell bending and rupture is observed where cell benda
gradually but the formation of crack occurs where sharp edge establishes
contact with the cell, this is shown in figure 4.19. Both cell fracture and buckling
takes place in three-point bend test where sharp edge indenter is used. Cell
terminals and end caps are intact in this testing; however, cell thinning took
place at the centre of the cell. In this test, indenter travelled 40% of original cell
diameter where mean displacement is 7.27mm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.19: Three-point bend test, (a) side view, (b) cell fracture, (c) top view,
(d) buckling and fracture of cell
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Sideway deflection can be observed in three-point bend which is due to triangle
shape of indenter tip. At cell failure, the fracture is observed in three-point bend
test where drastic temperature and voltage variations are observed.

4.4.3.4 Post-failure temperature analysis

Figure 4.20: Initial results of temperature change for three-point bend test

For three-point bend test, 75% SOC is chosen for further analysis where hightemperature change (ΔTt75) and short circuit failure time (tt75) is observed. In the
figure 4.20, hotspot development is very slow and spans the period of time, so
sample time is not mentioned, which is discussed later. As shown hot spot
location is the bottom of the cell where similar to circular punch after first
loading indenter established contact with cell casing and started to dissipate
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heat from the cell, so temperature change was observed for 1sec where heat
dissipation effect is negligible.

Figure 4.21: Initial temperature change with sample time for three-point bend
test

In the figure 4.21, sample time with the temperature at the hotspot is shown,
where the high-temperature location is bottom mid of the cell, unlike commonly
reported bending and fracture pattern for three-point bend test due to indenter
shape cell showed fracture on the top surface and bending at the bottom.
Temperature variations immediately after short circuit show cell fracture at this
loading condition go to thermal runaway earlier compared to other loading
conditions.
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4.4.4 Flat plate deformation test
4.4.4.1 Immediate failure analysis

Flat plate deformation is of great importance as the maximum area of a cell is
in contact during these types of damage, when cell crushing occurs. In this
situation, maximum test area of battery comes into effect including terminals
which are intact in other tests. Results with the high indication of short circuit
leading to thermal runaway are discussed here; however, each cell was
analysed to find this behaviour, but high SOC cells have the high thermal
impact after short circuit as shown in figure 4.27, where SOC is 75%.
Test results obtained for flat plate deformation with detailed parameter list which
contributes towards short circuit are given in table 4.13 to 4.16. Low short circuit
displacement (dsf0) compared to other test scenarios was observed in this test.
High-temperature change (ΔTf0) was observed in all cases which were
sequentially increasing. ΔTf0 for 0% SOC test was 97.90˚C. Cell complete
discharge took place 360 sec after first short circuit response; this value is given
in table 4.13.
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Time
(s)
tf0

Force
(kN)
Ff0

Displacement
(mm)
dsf0

790
855
1130
1150

42.0

5.548

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tif0

20

Final
temp
(ᵒC)
Tff0

Change
in temp
(ᵒC)
ΔTf0

117.90 97.90

Voltage
Vf0
V

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnf0

3.546
3.5
1.116
0.03

0.308

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnf0
(MPa)

44.49

Table 4. 13: 0% SOC flat plate deformation test results at short circuit
development
At 25% SOC, cell had similar force and temperature response, however sudden
voltage drop occurred after 15 sec of the first instance of the short circuit and
then slow discharge of cell occurred which took 730 sec to get to Voltage (Vf25)
1V, this cell was further used for remaining useful condition assessment in the
next section. Table 4.14 provides obtained values for this test.
Time
(s)
tf25

500
515
1230

Force
(kN)
Ff25

Displacement
(mm)
dsf25

43.010 6.32

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tif25

20.1

Final
temp
(ᵒC)
Tff25

126.5

Change
in temp
(ᵒC)
ΔTf25

Voltage
Vf25
V

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnf25

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnf25
(MPa)

106.4

3.605
3.3
1.049

0.351

42.514

Table 4. 14: 25% SOC flat plate deformation test results at short circuit
development
For 50% SOC test applied force (Ff50) was 41.6kN, and displacement (dsf50) at
the short circuit was 6.367. Temperature change for 50% SOC cell was 130˚C
which was quite high compared to other test where time to completely
discharge was 125 sec. Table 4.15 provides obtained values for this test.
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Time
(s)
tf50

Force
(kN)
Ff50

Displacement
(mm)
dsf50

195
290
295
320

41.6

6.367

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tif50

20.3

Final
temp
(ᵒC)
Tff50

150.3

Change
in temp
(ᵒC)
ΔTf50

Voltage
Vf50
V

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnf50

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnf50
(MPa)

130

3.714
3.573
0.134
0.032

0.35

40.958

Table 4. 15: 50% SOC flat plate deformation test results at short circuit
development
At 75% SOC, the short circuit occurred at twice the time of 50% SOC, and
within 10 sec sudden voltage drop was observed. The short circuit displacement
(dsf75) was 7.331mm, which was higher and cell took nearly 60 seconds to
completely discharge where the final voltage (Vf75) was 0.036V. Temperature
change (ΔTf75) was 136.6ᵒC. Table 4.16 provided detail of parameters observed
during this test.

Time
(s)
tf75

Force
(kN)
Ff75

Displacement
(mm)
dsf75

380
390
400
440
445

44.13

7.331

Initial
temp
(ᵒC)
Tif75

20.9

Final
temp
(ᵒC)
Tff75

157.5

Change
in temp
(ᵒC)
ΔTf75

Voltage
Vf75
V

Nominal
failure
Strain
εnf75

Nominal
failure
stress,
σnf75
(MPa)

136.6

3.886
3.38
3.445
3.341
0.036

0.407

40.281

Table 4.16: 75% SOC flat plate deformation test results at short circuit
development
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4.4.4.2 Nominal stress-strain analysis
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Figure 4.22: Flat plate deformation, Nominal stress-strain and voltage-strain
curve
Figure 4.22 shows the stress-strain curve for flat plate deformation where ɛnf
represents nominal strain for flat plate test and σnf represents nominal stress for
flat plate deformation test. In this analysis, the stress-strain relation is studied
where the voltage is used as failure indicator. High failure stress is observed,
which is due to compression of internal layers which initially experience the
change of shape as shown in the following sections, layers adopt elliptical
shape, and due to crack development, short circuit occurrence has high
intensity compared to other mechanical loads. Compression modulus for flat
plate deformation (Ecf) is also calculated which indicates the occurrence of the
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short circuit as it is the point where cell failure starts to develop and for this test
Ecf was 205MPa.
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Figure 4.23: Nominal failure strain for flat plate deformation test
Nominal failure strain for flat plate deformation is shown in figure 4.23. Linear fit
for flat plate deformation was obtained where adjusted R square was 0.9468.
Like circular punch test, flat plate deformation had linearly increasing response
where with increasing SOC failure strain has highest values. Eq. (4.13) provides
linear fit for flat plate deformation.
ε𝑓𝑓 = 0 ⋅ 3106 + 0.0012SOC

(4.13)

In Eq. (4.13) ε𝑓𝑓 represents nominal failure strain for the flat plate deformation
test. Failure strain for 25% and 50% SOC has very close values which are
similar to rod test and circular punch test where same phenomena were
observed. Flat plate deformation test is differentiated from three-point bend test
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as in three-point bend test linearly decreasing response is observed, however in
this test linearly increasing response for failure strain was observed. At 25%
and 50%, SOCs strain failure had similar values.
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Figure 4.24: Nominal failure stress for flat plate deformation test
σ𝑓𝑓 = 44.188 − 0.0567SOC

(4.14)

Governing equation for flat plate deformation is given in Eq. (4.14), where σff
represents failure stress for flat plate deformation. Similar to nominal strain
failure, stress failure is shown in figure 4.24, where linearly decreasing curve is
observed and at low SOCs high-stress failure values were observed, which
means flat plate deformation test has inverse relation compared to other three
tests where with increasing SOC failure stress increased as well which can be
attributed to large contact area of this type of testing as, for other three tests,
contact area was smaller, especially for three-point bend test which showed
identical response for 0%, 25% and 50% SOCs.
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From failure stress and failure strain for all loading conditions, it can be
concluded that failure stress and failure strain at 25% and 50% SOCs have
identical values for individual tests, except flat plate deformation where failure
stress is linearly decreasing with increasing SOC.
4.4.4.3 Post-failure structural analysis

In flat plate deformation due to the large contact area of flat plate impactor, cell
attains elliptical shape, where no fracture occurred; however, end caps removed
from the terminal which was due to high force impacts and formation of end
caps. Flat plate deformation is shown in figure 4.25.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.25: Flat plate deformation, (a) removal of end cap, (b) top view of cell

In figure 4.25(a) removal of the end cap at positive terminal is highlighted,
although there is a very narrow gap and cell internal protection layer did not
allow the cell to undergo smoke or fire but this indicates that damage to end
caps can cause severe electrical and thermal changes which are reported in the
following sections.

In this testing, however, cell undergoes the complete

change of shape from cylindrical to elliptical, which caused high-temperature
increase as internal layers are very thin, and evolving shape might cause layers
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to develop the crack which created electrode contacts to initiate short circuit.
Electron microscopy, computer tomography scan (CT scan) and X-ray scan are
a few of the methods being used for cell post-failure analysis (Taiwo et al.,
2016) where internal damage behaviour of layers are investigated. In flat plate
deformation cell bears a significant amount of force before going into short
circuit state, once it went to short circuit temperature rise was very high.
4.4.4.4 Post-failure temperature analysis

Propagation of temperature change is shown in figure 4.26, where initial
temperature contour with high-temperature variation was observed and in figure
4.27 very high temperatures for the very short instant of time is shown, where
duration for this event was 1 sec. These results are explained in detail.
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Figure 4.26: Propagation of short circuit with temperature for flat plate at 75%
SOC

As shown in figure 4.26, initially high temperatures were observed at the
positive terminal which propagates to negative terminal as shown in figure 4.27,
where high temperatures can be seen in the cell, and once cell attains peak
temperature, then negative terminal shows temperature which is due to the
thermal conductivity of negative terminal and internal failures.

Figure 4.27: Propagation of temperature with hotspot at 75% SOC

As high temperatures occur where terminal wires are showing hotspot, no
disconnection is noticed as voltage variations were observed throughout the
test. Heat dissipation to surrounding and flat plate impactor was not observed
which shows due to even surface of the impactor, and coating material did not
come out which gave good results of temperature variations.
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Once the cell reaches the temperature around 150˚C, which is also melting
temperature of separator layers, the temperature change is very high. Flat plate
deformation test undergo thermal runaway five seconds after short circuit
occurrence which is similar to three-point bend test, where temperature
variations are not as high as in flat plate deformation but the fracture is
observed at the top of the cell, and the high temperature is observed at the
bottom of the surface.

4.5 Conclusions of analysis
There appear to be two major patterns; the first where the temperature increase
occurs as the voltage drops, and the second where the voltage drop precedes
the temperature increase. In some of the cases temperatures only rise a few
degrees to the mid 30ºC from the initial room temperature starting point
(approximately 20ºC), but in general, temperatures spiked at above 100
degrees. Flat plate failures appear to have the highest temperature increases of
all the failure scenarios tested. It seems that most failures occur after 5-7
minutes of loading, but longer periods exist for some tests. Table 4.17, shows
mean displacement for each loading condition and standard deviation of
displacement.
Loading condition

Mean

Displacement Std. Deviation of Displacement

(mm)
Rod test

6.900

1.731
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Circular Punch

7.571

0.287

Three-point

7.272

1.083

Flat plate

6.036

0.971

ALL

6.945

1.202

Table 4.17: Mean Displacement at short circuit

The average displacement that began short circuit is 6.94mm; however, it
appears that flat plate deformation tests developed short circuit earlier
compared to other loading conditions where mean displacement was nearly
6mm. Sahraei, et al. (2012a) found that displacement greater than
approximately 6.5mm is associated with the outer shell of the casing fracturing
which is followed by the jelly roll fracturing internally and initiation of the short
circuit.
Failure stress-strain analysis was conducted in detail by Xu, et al. (2016) and
Cannarella, et al., 2014. Similarly in the current research, failure strain and
stress for all loading conditions, concerning SOC were calculated to formulate
the nominal failure strain which is given in the next section. Similar to
observations in this study, research was conducted for mechanical integrity of
cells by Sahraei, et al. (2015); whereas, in this study detailed experimental
results cover temperature variations as well. Mostly 10% SOC cells were used
for abuse testing in the literature, but additional observations from this work at
other SOCs support their theory and models regarding the process of
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deformation leading to delamination but thermal behaviour due to structural
abuse is not defined and onset of thermal runaway due to structural failure
where SOC is also involved is not evident from previous research. Further
analysis was conducted concerning deformation pattern, temperature change
rate at different loading conditions and SOC after impact, Stress-strain analysis
along with voltage-temperature variations, pre- and post-impact thermal
analysis. In this study punch and rod, indenter are also used to identify
compression effect on the centre of the cell which is also significant to predict
any structural behaviour and the consequences.
To understand the permanent damage to a cell two cells were chosen randomly
from all tested cells. All cells experience short circuit and undergo thermal
runaway, where electrical, mechanical and thermal properties change. A cell
with the unusual response for all loading conditions is chosen to investigate for
remaining capacity in this section where initially low C-rate is applied, and then
high C-rate of up to 1C is applied to check either cell undergoing sleeping mode
or permanent damage condition. Results and respective observations are
discussed in detail. Like in rod test only 0% and 50% initially tested SOC cells
are in good condition without any crack which is appropriate to carry out the
further experiment. Circular punch 0% SOC damaged the cell and flat plate
25% SOC damaged cells showed excellent charge-discharge behaviour after
post-failure assessment, however other cells started to charge where 1C charge
current (2.2A) was applied, but after some time, they started to loose charge
and temperature increment was noticed. They are removed from charger to
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observe variations where slow voltage drop was observed which shows severe
internal damage occurred in these cells which does not allow charge transfer
and this damage is impossible to revert. Due, however, to heat capacity and
thermal conductivity characteristics it is still possible that these sufficiently
damaged cells can contribute towards the temperature increase of adjacent
cells in the pack because battery terminals are still in good shape which may
behave the same in these events unless they come under impact in a particular
loading direction. Figures 4.28 to 4.31 show tested cells, where respective
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Figure 4.28: Rod test, damaged cell with 50% SOC
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Figure 4.29: Circular punch test, damaged cell with 0%SOC
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Figure 4.30: Three-point bend test, damaged cell with 75% SOC
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Figure 4.31: Flat plate test, damaged cell with 25% SOC

Interesting results are achieved for these tests as for circular punch and rod
tests, cells showed similar voltage and temperature curves, where temperature
values at each surface location were similar and showed similar curve
response. Voltage increased for some time and slowly decreased to zero which
shows cells were completely damaged and could not hold the charge, however
at the low charge current these cells showed the same response.
For flat plate and three point bend test, cells started to hold the charge for a
while but after some time while connected to power supply they started to
discharge, and high ripples were observed in flat plate test, which shows
internal electrochemical discrepancy due to damage. Maximum temperatures
for both tests were above 100˚C and slowly dropped down to ambient
temperature.
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Thermal runaway process for flat plate deformation is shown in figure 4.32,
where temperatures at three surface locations with voltage variations are
shown. Summary of all models explained earlier is given in the summary
section of this chapter.
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Figure 4.32: Thermal runaway indication at three surface location in flat plate
deformation

In figure 4.32, temperature can be calculated using parabolic fit where
governing equation is as follows, where adjusted R square is 0.8009
𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝑇) = −0.0046𝑡 2 + 4.4891𝑡 − 958.39

(4.15)

In eq. 4.15, “T” is temperature and “t” denotes time in seconds for 380<t<450.
High temperature change can be observed as within 10 seconds of short circuit,
12% voltage drop was observed and temperature change rate of 500°C/min
was observed at surface locations. Mean temperature variations were observed
at three surface locations.
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4.6 Summary

After detailed analysis, various indicators of thermal runaway detection were
observed and discussed in this chapter, which includes the force applied, the
amount of displacement, temperature variations and voltage change. Force
applied, and displacement gives an idea of indentation type and effects which
can be listed as an indicator of thermal runaway detection. As mentioned in
previous research, if thermal runaway does not happen it might slow progress
and lead to permanent damage to the cell, so post-impact analysis was
investigated where temperature change rate and voltage and temperature
relationship were observed. A few of the cells did not show any fracture or the
sudden drop in voltage and temperature rise, but it does not mean they were
safe and behaved in the usual way. They might undergo severe conditions
when used in the application and cause damage to adjacent cells as well. As
mentioned by Wang, (2016), it takes 15-40 sec from instantaneous drop of
voltage to temperature rise in the event of thermal runaway, current research
demonstrates that thermal runaway occurrence in the case of external abuse
varies with SOC and type of loading, which is shown in this chapter. Failure
stress and failure strain equally contribute towards onset of thermal runaway.
Sharp edge bend test has lower detection time for thermal runaway as bending
of steel casing affects internal layers and immediate damage to layers causes
instant temperature rise and voltage drop, where temperature change rate is
higher. Flat plate deformation tests showed high mechanical strength as cells
took time to deform and deformation is gradual where once cells developed the
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short circuit, it went to high surface temperatures, and permanent damage
occurred. Rod and circular punch tests were used to check compression effect
on the centre of cells, which gave identical response for stress and strain;
however, temperature variations in the rod tests are high compared to the
circular punch which developed slow increase of temperatures. Initial hotspot of
all tests were analysed where pre- and post-impact temperature changes with
contour plot were observed, and in all cases, highest temperature locations
were found around contact area except three-point bend test, where initial
hotspot showed the high temperature at the bottom of the cell. In this research
for mechanical abuse testing, quasi-static loading is used and mean loading
speed is 1mm/min, which is in accordance with most of the loading speeds
found in the literature for mechanical testing of cylindrical lithium-ion cells.
From the structural analysis, it is found that high deformation was observed for
flat plate, rod and circular punch tests and buckling of casing was observed. For
three-point bend tests where only three-point bend test went for cell fracture as
for all test conditions, loading was suspended immediately after short circuit
occurrence. All parameters useful for simulation were identified and tabulated in
this chapter so that they could be used for LS-DYNA simulation in next chapter,
where the structural behaviour of all loading conditions with thermal solver
implementation was observed. Layered cylindrical cell model was implemented
where concentric layer formation was used with solid element formulation.
Delamination of layers was observed. Significant results with test cases have
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been compared, and all the parameters used from experiment or literature are
mentioned with their references.
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Chapter 5: Numerical Simulation and Validation
5.1 Introduction
Experimental work explained earlier in this thesis brings to attention the
properties of the lithium-ion battery during quasi-static mechanical loading,
where due to variations of mechanical properties it is difficult to study these
properties at different stages of loading. Computer simulation techniques are
appropriate for these applications where to model battery, finite element
analysis (FEA) methods are commonly used (Marcicki, et al., 2017; Wang, et
al., 2016; Xia, et al., 2014; Trattnig, et al., 2014; Wierzbicki, et al., 2013;
Sahraei, et al., 2012a; Sahraei, et al., 2012b; Martínez-Rosas, et al., 2011),
which allows for the evaluation of the mechanical properties of battery
specimens where material properties are known, or sensitivity analysis can be
used to determine these properties.
FEA is useful for structural behaviour analysis and widely used in the
automotive sector. In this chapter, a numerical simulation model of a battery is
developed to validate experimental results and some of the key parameters are
taken into account. Temperature variations due to abuse conditions is one of
the concerns as explained in the previous chapter, where this leads to
temporary and permanent damage to the battery and causes thermal runaway.
In this chapter, the numerical simulation approach incorporating parameters
obtained from experimental work is used to develop a single battery layer model
where some assumptions are made to replicate properties of battery model. In
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this research, FEA of the battery is conducted using LS-DYNA simulation tools,
where LS-Pre-Post is used for initial geometry, material properties, boundary
conditions and solver. The input file is executed in LS-DYNA executable, where
binary d3Plot files are generated containing simulation results. Analysis is
carried out at different time intervals to magnify relevant results. Major
determinants to analyse battery characteristics are displacement, force, contact
area, stress-strain and temperature. Series of battery models are used to
develop single battery model which includes 9-layer model, complete cell model
with thickness of 0.3mm. Battery layer formation, number and size of elements,
step size, impactor geometries and properties are discussed in detail in this
chapter.
5.2 Modelling approach
Before implementing full cell model, it is necessary to adopt an alternative
technique where similar battery formation is used, for this purpose a battery
layered model is chosen. The purpose of choosing an alternative model is to
verify results on a small scale compared to lithium-ion cell model where the
number of elements are much higher which increase computation time, and it is
sometimes difficult to rectify issue if

a complete cell model is encountered

comprised of several settings and conditions. For initial model mainly three
material types are used, where for the separator, anode and cathode
MAT_63_CRUSHABLE_FOAM is used. Crushable foam material is used as it
has an option of tension cut off where tension is treated as elastic-perfectlyplastic at the tension cut-off value (Material selector for LS-DYNA, 2016).
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Detailed validation of crushable foam is given by Silk, et al., (2006). For Current
collectors and steel casing MAT_24_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY is
used.

Piecewise linear plasticity material model accounts for stress-strain

behaviour where curve can be used to provide stress-strain values. For the rigid
base plate, MAT_20_RIGID is used which is to turn solid element part into a
rigid body. Detailed properties and relevant characteristics of materials used
can be found in LS-DYNA material model manual (LS-DYNA keyword user
manual, R_8.0, Vol_ii). Layered model proposed in current research consists of
nine layers where eight layers represent cell stack, and additional layer
represents rigid bottom plate as shown in figure 5.1. Element size selection is
crucial which affects computation efficiency as well as stability of model. For
layered model element size chosen was 3mm which is still an appropriate size
as in complete vehicle simulation model. Marzougui, et al., (2014) used an
element size of 4mm.

Figure 5.1: Battery layered model
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Layers with thicknesses of 0.3mm and length of 30mm with square shape are
modelled as shown in figure 5.1. For layered model, the rigid bottom plate is
constrained; also all sides are restricted to check the loading impact on the
centre of layers. Material properties for current collectors and active materials
are used from (Engineering tool box, 2017; Zhang, et al., 2015a, Zhang, et al.,
2015b; Sahraei, et al, 2014), and experimental study, which are given in table
5.1.
Material

Mass
density

Poisson
ratio

(Tonne/mm3)

Modulus
of
elasticity
(MPa)

Yield
stress
(MPa)

%
Failure
strain εf

Copper current
collector

7.94e-9

1.1e5

0.35

210

5

Aluminum
current collector

2.69e-9

7e4

0.36

180

5

Anode

2.23e-9

1e4

0.3

100

10

Cathode

4.20e-9

1e4

0.3

100

10

Separator

1.179e-9

3.45e3

0.35

18

25

Steel casing

7.83e-9

2e5

0.3

450

4

Rigid plate

----

----

----

----

Table 5. 1: Material properties used for LS-DYNA simulation (Engineering tool
box, 2017; Zhang, et al., 2015a, Zhang, et al., 2015b; Sahraei, et al, 2014)

A sphere indenter with 5mm diameter is used for preliminary modelling. To
facilitate layered model to exhibit their properties, various contact cards were
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used

to

identify

the

differences,

where

initially

CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_GENERAL was used, but to verify results another
contact card CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE was also
used, both gave a better approximation of layers’ failure behaviour.
CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE was used for initial model to
avoid penetration during buckling. Layered model provided good approximation
of results where different types of contact entities, material cards from LS-DYNA
library, termination time and time step were checked. To check delamination
and individual layers’ behaviour further analysis was carried out using symmetry
(quarter) model where various sets of boundary conditions where used to
correctly model symmetry model. Initially, high penetration was observed which
affected layer properties and respective stress-strain behaviour. To verify initial
model all steel material model was used, where only material properties were
changed from original model, and all layers were considered steel material.
This technique is quite effective as no penetration was observed, which means
our model is correct but some properties were affecting the results. These were
further investigated as contact entities, boundary conditions and element
selection. Further modelling was performed with different sets of contacts and
solid element formation for all layers in the model. Figure 5.2, shows (a) layered
model with penetration and (b) all steel model without penetration.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: (a) layered model with penetration (b) all steel model without
penetration

As shown in figure 5.2, initially layers were modelled using shell elements,
which were replaced with solid elements. After using solid element formation,
better accuracy was achieved for the initial test. Figure 5.3 shows symmetry
model with better accuracy.
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Figure 5.3: Symmetry model with better accuracy

To capture master and slave side forces, FORCE_TRANSDUCER_PENALTY
card was used. Based on initial layered model few modelling decisions were
made for full cell model including layer formation, element type, element size,
material properties, boundary conditions, time step and initial velocities. These
decisions are explained in the upcoming sections, which will lead to achieving
improved results and better accuracy for all test scenarios.
5.3 Formation of concentric layered model
Concentric layers were used by Nadimpalli, et al., (2015), where layers had
thickness accurate to 18650 cylindrical cell. as shown in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Concentric layers of 18650 cylindrical cell with original thicknesses
of layers (Nadimpalli et al., 2015)

Nadimpalli, et al., (2015) mentioned a total of 304 layers for 18650 cell which
accounts for 38 stacks, where each stack contains eight layers. To model 304
layers with exact thickness requires high computation efficiency and modelling
time, where very thin layers need special modelling precautions. In this
research concentric layer model formation was used to model 18650 cylindrical
cell which was not found in the literature, however, jellyroll model where all the
layers are lumped in jellyroll model was proposed by (Sahraei, et al., 2012a). As
cells have spiral wound formation in general, concentric layer model represents
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a different structure, where the main aim is to find an alternative way to model
the battery where each layer is independent in the case of geometry; however,
layers share mechanical and thermal behaviour under loading conditions. A
thicker layer model is found to be the best choice to represent cells with the
number of layers. Similar methods were used by Zhang, et al. (2015a); Zhang,
et al. (2015b) and Sahraei, et al. (2012a).
In this research all layers are considered to be the same size, this assumption
provides an opportunity for simplifying the model as well as, due to low
thickness compared to Zhang, et al. (2015a) and Zhang, et al. (2015b), more
layers can be integrated to form a complete cell., Steel casing has, however,
an almost similar size to the original cell. Concentric layers can be an
appropriate alternative to spiral wound layers which are complex to design and
simulate due to different thicknesses of cell layers.
5.4 Simulation parameters and assumptions
Cell initial temperature was selected as 22°C, which is in agreement with single
cell testing standards and SAEJ2464 standard, which sets the limit of 55°C for
module level test. The battery model is modelled with fully integrated solid
element formulation, where a total of 103306 elements are used. The size of
elements for steel casing is 0.5mm and for all other layers is 1mm. The reason
for different element size selection is to achieve accuracy, where steel housing
is the first layer to experience load. All indenters and bottom plates are
modelled as rigid geometry, where rigid material MAT_20_RIGID was used. A
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coefficient of friction between cell and support is considered to be 0.3 as given
by Saharei, et al. (2012). No endcaps were taken into account for this
simulation, however, SPC boundary conditions were used to restrain
components of the battery if required. Failure strain of separator documented by
Zhang, et al. (2015a) was 93%; however, separator failure strain of 35% to 80%
from literature is evident, which means values of 0.2 to 0.5 (50% or 80% of
initial thickness) could be used for the separator. Consistent units by (LSDDYNA consistent units) were used for all simulation models given in table 5.2.
For simplification, only consistent units used in this research are considered in
table 5.2.
Consistent units (Steel material)
Mass

Length

Time

Force

Stress

Energy

ton

mm

s

N

MPa

N-mm

Density
3

(Tonne/mm )

Young’s Modulus
MPa

Table 5. 2: LS-DYNA consistent units

5.5 18650 cell simulation model
Based on above-mentioned properties and assumptions, the simulation model
is designed to understand loading impact on the cell. For simulation, all layers
(steel shell casing, anode, cathode, separators, anode current collector and
cathode current collector) were considered to be 0.3mm thick and innermost
radius was considered to be 1mm as detailed by Croop and Lobo, (2009). It is
important to understand the material properties for individual layers for
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stress/strain relation and for that purpose, two foam material models were
discussed by Sahraei et al., (2012a) and Maleki and Al-Hallaj, (1999) with
compression and three-points bend test were considered for initial investigation.
True stress/strain curve from dogbone specimen for shell casing is given by Bai,
et al. (2009) and Bai, et al. (2008), nominal failure stress and failure strain were
used from experimental results, where for each test case values at 0% SOC
were used, which is to check if the model predicts failure. Material selection
(LS-DYNA keyword user manual, R_8.0, Vol_ii) was made based on the
layered model analysis explained at the beginning of this chapter. Steel casing
material is modelled using MAT-24-PIECEWISE-LINEAR-PLASTICITY in LSDYNA. Separator, anode and cathode were considered to be as the MAT-63CRUSHABLE-FOAM model, and anode current collector and cathode current
collector were modelled using MAT-003-PLASTIC-KINEMATIC. Stress/strain
curve for the separator, active anode material and active cathode material was
used from Zhang, et al. (2015b) and Croop and Lobo, (2009). Li-ion 18650
cylindrical cell and finite element models of the cell are given in figure 5.5.
Central core and cell terminals are not considered in this research. Wang, et al.
(2016) and Sahraei, et al., (2012a) used jellyroll model for simulation to predict
short circuit.

(a)

(b)
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Figure 5.5: a) Li-ion 18650 cylindrical cell b) FEM model of cell

Due to the higher number of elements (103306) used for this simulation, a small
termination time is used, which is still within the scope of battery testing as
quasi-staic loading is achieved where kinetic energy is less than 5% of total
energy. Heat capacity and thermal conductivity values used for all layers are
given in table 5.3.
Scaled layered thickness of each layer is chosen where 0.1mm and 0.3mm
thicknesses are found to be more accurate, but due to computation time results
are concluded from 0.3mm thick layers. Material properties and failure crietaria
are used from experimental work and literature. A thermal solver is used for
thermal analysis of 18650 cell due to structural deformation. Coupled
mechanical and thermal solver is used, where structural deformation is an input
for the thermal solver. Heat capacity and thermal conductivity of individual layer
along with the type of deformation contribute towards temperature variations of
the cell.
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Type of layer

Heat capacity

Thermal

(Jkg-1K-1)

conductivity
(Wm-1K-1)

Steel shell casing

477

14.9

Separator

1978

0.334

Anode active material

700

5

Cathode active material

700

5

Anode current collector

386

400

Cathode current collector

900

200

Table 5. 3: Cell heat capacity and thermal conductivity parameters for
simulation

Electrochemistry of cell is not considered in this research. The literature shows
cells can be modelled without electrochemistry to perform several sets of
analysis as performed by Sahraei, et al. (2015); Zhang, et al. (2015a); Zhang et
al., (2015b) Sahraei et al., (2014); Shraei et al., (2012a); Sahraei et al., (2012b),
where authors used finite element analysis for structural behaviour due to
impact. In the current research temperature variations of contact area are
considered but complete cell thermal properties are not considered for this
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simulation. Figure 5.6, shows single layer and complete cell with thickness
0.3mm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: Cell layered models, (a) 0.3mm single layer, (b) 0.3mm complete
cell

Boundary prescribed motion set is used in this simulation to define object
motion throughout the simulation at every single time step. Due to sensitive
nature of contact cards, accurate contact interface modelling is necessary which
improves finite element simulation results.
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5.6 Simulation results and validation
Simulation models based on parameters and methods explained earlier are
discussed in this section, where results for structural and thermal behaviour and
their comparison with experimental work are discussed. Both quasi-static and
impact load simulation results are discussed in detail where displacement and
temperature variations are used as an indicator of failure. Element erosion is
used for fractures due to loading.
5.6.1 Rod test simulation
5.6.1.1 Strucutral analysis

Structural analysis was conducted on the cylindrical cell using the simulation
model explained in this chapter and results were compared with the
experimental study as shown in figure 5.7.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.7: Rod test (a) loading result, (b) simulation result

As expected from the simulation model implementation, both experimental and
simulation results matched for rod test simulation where, due to internal battery
behaviour, this response can vary for other tests. To negate battery chemical
proposition during loading, completely discharged cells are chosen to compare
results, but in some cases, cell electrochemistry contributes towards cell
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stiffness, thermal variations and short circuit response. In the simulation high
temperature change rate was observed at around 4mm, which indicated
initiation of short circuit or cell initial failure. Figure 5.8, shows simulation model
of resultant displacement at the point of initial failure.

Figure 5.8: Rod test simulation, resultant displacement at initial failure

Good approximation of experimental results was achieved for structural failure
due to rod test. Temperature variation for quasi-static and impact loading was
discussed in detail where temperature and displacement relation shows the
significance of temperature analysis for short circuit prediction and possible
thermal runaway occurrence.
5.6.1.2 Temperature analysis

Temperature cut-off was considered when high temperature change rate was
observed, which indicated short circuit occurrence. Temperature variations for
quasi-static loading and impact loading were used in this section to analyse cell
failure, where temperature changes were considered at the point of force drop.
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For impact, loading speed of 6.3mm/ms was used, which is in line with
Marzougui, et al. (2014). Figures 5.9 and 5.10, show initial temperature results
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Figure 5.9: Rod test surface temperatures, impact loading
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Figure 5.10: Rod test surface temperatures, quasi-static loading
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Three surface locations were used to understand temperature behaviour for
quasi-static and impact loading. Results show with impact load, high
temperatures were observed at top, mid and bottom surfaces compared to
quas-static loading conditions; however, temperature variations at the extreme
end terminals for quasi-static load were similar. In the experiment, mid surface
temperature at the point of short circuit was 25°C; however, results from quasistatic loading provided the closest value for simulation, which was 40°C.
Contour of temperature variations at different surface locations for rod test
simulation with impact load are shown in figure 5.11, where steel casing was
used as temperature measurements were observed at different surfaces of
steel casing.

(a) t= 0.001s

(b) t=0.003s
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(c) t=0.005s

(d) t=0.01s

Figure 5.11: Contour of temperature distribution at steel casing due to rod
simulation

As can be seen in figure 5.11, due to buckling and deformation of steel casing
temperature at the area of buckling is high compared to other surfaces. At
maximum displacement, this temperature reaches 150°C which is an indication
of high short circuit temperature and separator layer failures which occur as
melting point of separator layers is reached. Separator layer temperature
variation analysis was conducted for circular punch and three-point bend
simulation where results were used for short circuit indication and possible
thermal runaway. Good correlation of experimental and numerical simulation
analysis showed that rod test abuses at quasi-static loading were less
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destructive compared to high speed impacts. Due to high speed, immediate
failures occur at the edges of steel casing which is sufficient enough to raise
overall cell temperatures and high stresses were observed at these points.
5.6.2 Circular punch test simulation
5.6.2.1 Structural analysis

Similar to rod test, simulation for circular punch is conducted to understand
failure response which is detailed in this section. Experimental deformed model
and simulation model are shown in figure 5.12.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.12: Circular punch, (a) test result, (b) simulation model

Like rod test, numerical simulation results showed similarity to experiment result
for structural deformation due to circular punch. In the numerical simulation
analysis the same deformation pattern as observed in experimental work was
obtained where size and location of deformation is the same. Punch shape
stamped on the cell, where cell buckling is clearly visible at the sides of the cell.
Short circuit started to develop at 3.81mm and short circuit displacement (dsc0)
was found to be 5.6mm, which is slightly higher compared to experiment result.
Figure 5.13, shows resultant displacement at the initiation of short circuit.
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Figure 5.13: Circular punch numerical simulation resultant displacement due to
quasi-static loading

Nominal failure stress for the experiment where short circuit was initiated, was
10.24 MPa; however in this simulation results showed stresses at the sides of
the cell similar to rod test, which means even if cell experiences high stress,
failure of the cell depends on the location and speed of impact. High speed load
and quasi-static loading is compared for temperature variations to understand
failures due to high speed impact. Same loading speed as used for rod
simulation was used.
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5.6.2.2 Temperature analysis

Temperature variations with quasi-static loading and high speed impact were
observed and shown in figure 5.14 and 5.15 respectively where, for simulation,
temperatures at the top, mid and bottom surfaces were observed.
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Figure 5.14: Circular punch surface temperatures, impact load simulation
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Figure 5.15: Circular punch surface temperatures, quasi-static load

As shown in figure 5.14, for impact load simulation, temperatures were between
100°C to 200°C, which is way higher than experimental values where
temperature at initial short circuit was 35.6°C. Temperature at short circuit
displacement for mid surface with quasi-static load was 50°C, as shown in
figure 5.15; minimum temperature change was observed at the other two
surface locations. Similar to rod simulation results, circular punch simulation
results were close to experimental results when quasi-static simulation was
used, which allows layers to attain full mechanical strength and convert plastic
work into heat accurately. In the case of impact simulation, layers deformed in
the unusual pattern and affected accuracy. Sudden temperature change was
observed due to impact where short circuit initiated between 4 and 5mm.
Resultant short circuit displacement for impact load is shown in figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: Circular punch numerical simulation resultant displacement due to
impact

Separator layer failure analysis is observed for circular punch numerical
simulation model, where all separator layers were considered and their
respective temperature contours are shown in figure 5.17.
5.6.2.3 Separator failure analysis

In this research two of the indenter types used were different from the indenter
used in the literature for short circuit and possible thermal runaway
investigation.

These were three-point bend test with the sharp edge and

circular punch. To better understand short circuit initiation concerning separator
layers, further analysis was carried out for circular punch and three-point bend
test simulation results. For this analysis temperature variation locations with
obtained figures and the graphical representation were used, where all the
separator layers were included with applied force and temperature changes.
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Sep-1:

Sep-2:

Sep-3:
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Sep-4:

Sep-5:

Sep-6:

Sep-7:

Figure 5.17: Contour of temperature variations at all separator layers
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Separator layers are indicated with Sep-1 to Sep-7, where Sep-1 is first
separator layer in the cell which is modelled as second layer of the cell, where
first layer is steel casing. Initially, temperature distribution is around the corner
of the layer where buckling of cell occurred.

With the passage of time

temperature distribution of separator layer varies and for sep-3 hightemperature location shift from side to the mid of the layer. For separator-5
comparatively high values were observed at mid-surface. From above figure it is
shown that internal separator layers are more thermally active, which is due to
the variety of reasons including forces applied from the rigid bottom plate, heat
transfer inside the cell and high compression rate compared to other layers.
Separator layers with temperature change and force applied are shown in figure
5.18.
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Figure 5.18: Circular punch separator layers behavior with applied force and
temperature variations
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As can be seen from figure 5.18, first five separator layers showed temperature
variations well within the safe zone of separator melting point which is
mentioned earlier. The last two layers, however, showed high temperatures
which are higher than melting point. This illustrates the beginning of permanent
cell failures as initial failures occurred at the time of short circuit where, due to
deformation, cell temperature increased. Identical displacement values for
experimental results and simulation results at the time of short circuit support
this analysis.
5.6.3 Three-point bend test simulation
5.6.3.1 Structural analysis

For three-point bend test simulation, cell holders and sharp edge are modelled
using rigid material. Numerical simulation model for three-point bend and
experimental and simulation geometries for pre and post loading are shown in
figure 5.19.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 5.19: Three point bend test, (a) undeformed test, (b) undeformed
simulation, (c) deformed test results quasi-static load, (d) deformed simulation
resdult quasi-staic load

Due to computation efficiency, only modelled sharp edge of the indenter and
cell holders without support are shown as in figure 5.19. Boundary prescribed
motion is used for indenter and SPC motion set was used for cell and base
plates which were fixed. Initially, when the load was applied on the cylindrical
cell it used less force for compression but after some time due to material
hardening excessive force was required for compression. Short circuit
displacement was observed at 5.23mm for quasi-static analysis and 7.68mm for
impact load. Due to sharp edge and loading speed cell fracture was observed in
both quasi-static and impact load. In the case of impact load indenter
penetrating deep into the layers with fracture most of the layers experienced
fracture.

For quasi-static loading, however, only steel casing experienced

fracture but temperature at other layers also increased at the time of short
circuit which is explained in the following section. Figure 5.20 shows resultant
displacement due to quasi-static and figure 5.21 shows resultant displacement
due to impact loading.
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Figure 5.20: Resultant displacement due to quasi-static load

Figure 5.21: Resultant displacement due to impact load

As can be seen from figure 5.20, sideways buckling of steel casing is found but
due to sharp edge cell fracture is at the point of contact of sharp edge. For
impact load, cell experienced large deformation and fracture at the point of
contact and layers were damaged. Temperature analysis due to quasi-static
loading is discussed in the next section.
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5.6.3.2 Temperature analysis

High temperatures after short circuit occurrence as shown in figure 5.22 are
indicators of uncontrolled temperature, which can lead to thermal runaway. For
three-point bend test simulation comparison of steel, anode current collector
and cathode current collector layers are used to understand temperature
distribution of cell for internal layers, where anode current collector and cathode
current collector indicate first instance of short circuit. As mentioned by Doerffel,
(2007) negative electrode has high thermal conductivity so the temperature
change at anode current collector is high compared to cathode current collector.
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Figure 5.22: Temperature values for steel casing, anode current collector and
cathode current collector

As can be seen from figure 5.22, temperature for steel and cathode current
collector (aluminium) is around 100°C; however temperature for anode current
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collector is around 130°C at the time of short circuit occurrence. Temperature
variations at steel casing was observed and shown in figure 5.23.

(a) t= 0.0s

(b) t=0.001s

(c) t=0.003s

(d) t= 0.005s
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(e) t=0.007s

(f) t=0.01s

Figure 5.23: Sequence of temperature variations due to fracture for three-point
bend test simulation

As can be seen from figure 5.23, temperature variations for steel casing due to
impact varies with displacement and values are around 80°C before fracture of
steel layer.

Once the layer attains fracture then short circuit occurs with

immediate change in temperature and maximum temperature was observed on
the top of the cell at the point of impact. Highest temperature observed was
141°C. Further failure analysis was observed with separator layer failure.
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5.6.3.3 Separator failure analysis

Three-point bend test short circuit failure was further analysed using separator
failure criteria, where all separator layers were examined for their temperature
variations and used to find the sequential effects of battery degradation and
possible thermal runaway event. First separator layer temperature variations
are shown in figure 5.24.

(a) t=0s

(b) t=0.002s

(c) t=0.003s
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(d) t=0.004s

(e) t=0.005s

(f) t=0.007s

Figure 5.24: Three point bend simulation, temperature variations at the first
separator layer

The top surface of separator layer 1, is shown for deformation and temperature
variation with location. For separator layer 1, sideways deflection and
temperature variation is shown in figure 5.24. Due to sharp edge cell damage
occurs relatively early compared to other loading cases, which sequentially
damage layers in the cell. Due to both tension and compression separator layer
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with low mechanical strength develops brittle fracture, which occurs immediately
after steel casing fracture and temperature increase drastically as shown in
experiment work and this simulation model. Layers behaviour due to applied
force is provided in figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.25: Three-point bend test simulation, separator layers behavior with
applied force, displacement and temperature variations

Simulation model results show good accuracy within the cell comparison. As the
only separators have the lower melting point in lithium-ion battery construction,
it can melt at around 144°C (Zhang, et al., 2015b), so separator failure will
occur earlier compared to other layers failure which have comparatively high
temperatures. This separator failure is also an indication of short circuit as
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contact between electrodes is established once separator layers melt. High
temperature at separator layer can cause complete failure and possible thermal
runaway. As shown in figure 5.25, force attains the same peak value as
documented in the previous chapters for three-point bend, however sudden
drop in force at around 7mm shows the point of short circuit occurrence.
Temperatures of all layers started to increase after short circuit and the last
separator layer which is sep-07 experiences temperature drop, which is
stabilising zone or short circuit propagation. Once the thermal runaway occurred
temperature started to increase in an uncontrolled manner, and temperature of
all layers were around 300°C except sep-05 to sep-07 which attain
temperatures of around 500°C for a short instance of time. Sep-07 layer
experienced high compression and tension due to three-point bend as forces
from all other layers and indenter were applied at this layer, where layer shrink
and element deletion take place. Separator analysis with high-temperature
variations can be used as an indicator of cell failure, which is evident from the
literature but FEA of the cell for this analysis is not found in detail.
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5.6.4 2 Flat plate test simulation
5.6.4.1 Structural analysis

The simulation model is used to conduct the structural analysis of flat plate
deformation, where results are compared with the experimental study as shown
in figure 5.26.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.26: Deformed cells and simulation model, (a) Flat plate test, (b) Flat
plate simulation,(c) Quasi-static loading, (d) Impact loading

Both experimental and simulation results showed identical deformation
behaviour as shown in figure 5.26. Cell layers ejection can be seen in
simulation model. Similar to all other simulation models, in flat plate simulation
results were compared with 0% SOC experiment results. In the experimental
test, short circuit displacement (dsf0) was 5.5mm and short circuit stress or
tensile strength was 44.49 MPa; however, force drops at 5mm in this simulation
model which indicates the short circuit. Deformed geometry model exhibits
layers with dense displacement behaviour at the area of the endcap, which
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shows high-stress values at that point. Displacement of flat plate simulation
model which is close to experimental model shows, for flat plate compression,
less displacement occurs, and high force is required. This phenomenon is also
explained in the experimental section where at low SOCs short circuit was slow
to build and voltage drop to zero, took a long period. The contours of 1st and
2nd principal stresses are shown in figure 5.27.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.27: (a) 1st principlal stress for flat plate deformation simulation, (b) 2nd
principal stress for flat plate deformation simulation
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Both 1st and 2nd principal stress contours show good correlation with the
experimental work. Stress values at the point of compression which are at the
top of the layer are close to the experimental result. 2nd principle stress contour
shows that these values were well within the range of experimental work where
maximum stress was exerted at the bottom of the cell.
Resultant displacement at the point of short circuit show good correlation with
experiemntal work and results are within 20% but for impact load despite short
circuit occurrence analysis was run to understand deformation pattern. Figure
5.28, shows resultant displacement at the point of short circuit due to quasistatic loading and figure 5.29, shows resultant displacement due to impact load
where delamination is also evident.

Figure 5.28: Resultant displacement for flat plate due to quasi-static load
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Figure 5.29: Resultant displacement for flat plate due to impact load

Delamination of layers was observed at impact loads, where simulation was run
until complete failure of cell.
5.6.4.2 Temperature analysis

For flat plate simulation, it was observed when the quasi-static load is applied,
that cell temperature increased slowly during compression at the mid-surface,
and maximum temperature was lower than the temperature observed during the
experiment. When the impact load was applied, cell temperature gradually
increased and reached 170°C for mid surface and bottom surface and 250°C
for top surface which is steel casing. Temperature variations for impact loading
and quasi-static loading are shown in figures 5.30 and 5.31 respectively.
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Figure 5.30: Flat plate surface temperature, impact simulation
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Figure 5.31: Flat plate surface temperature, quasi-static load

As can be seen from figure 5.31, due to quasi-static loading, cell exhibits values
around 120°C at the time of short circuit displacement which is close to the
value of experiment work and validates experimental result for flat plate
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deformation at 0% SOC. Temperature variations for flat plate deformation vary
at the top and bottom surfaces of the steel casing. This is shown in figure 5.32.

(a) t=0.001s

(b) t= 0.002s

(c) t=0.005s
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(d) t=0.007s

(e) t=0.009s

(f) t=0.01s

Figure 5.32: Steel casing temperature variations for flat plate simulation at
quasi-static loading condition

As can be seen from figure 5.32, temperature distribution varies with the
location of the steel casing and at the bottom surface temperature distribution is
high compared to the top of the cell. Similar phenomenon was observed for
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complete cell model. Full cell temperatures are slightly higher compared to steel
housing, which shows the effect of other cell layers.
5.7 Conclusions of numerical simulation analysis

To validate experimental work, numerical simulation approach using LS-DYNA
numerical simulation tool was used where focus was given to structural
deformation and temperature variations due to loading conditions. To better
understand cylindrical lithium-ion battery failure pattern and possible thermal
runaway, quasi-static and impact loading conditions were used. Single cell
model using LS-DYNA numerical simulation tool was useful for battery FEA
analysis which can be further expanded for battery module and battery pack
simulation where element type, element size, material properties, parameters,
boundary conditions and contact cards played important roles.
In the quasi-static loading, short circuit displacement was within 20% of
experimental work, whereas due to impact load large displacement values were
observed. Temperature variations and displacement at which temperature
suddenly increased were compared for both quasi-static and impact load. High
temperatures due to impact load were observed which are due to large
deformation of battery.
Separator layer temperatures were simulated for circular punch and three-point
bend models, where temperature variations above melting temperatures
indicated layer failure. Uncontrolled temperatures at various separator layers
were indications of thermal runaway, however complete cell model with
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electrochemistry and terminals will be useful to further investigate occurrence of
thermal runaway.
Comparison of quasi-static and impact loading conditions showed that in the
case of quasi-static loading sequential failures were useful to predict short
circuit or possible thermal runaway. Due, however, to the nature of impact load
it was difficult to characterize failure in detail.
5.8 Summary
Simulation results showed better approximation with the experimental results
where deformed geometry and temperature variations are given. Simulation
models discussed in this chapter tie the experimental work by using important
parameters obtained form experiments. Values obtained in this simulation work
is the result of 0% SOC, as cell electrochemistry and electrical components are
not considered for current work but structural analysis was conducted. As can
be seen from experimental work and simulation results, a concentric layered
model with solid element formulation can be used for simulation of individual
layers, where contact between layers and boundary conditions needs to be as
accurate as possible. Temperature distribution for each case gives an insight on
how layers are affected in case of different loading conditions. Deformation
behaviour at various instances is a prime objective to introduce a concentric
layered model, which can be further used for more refined layer formation.
Propagation of separator failures leading to cell failure were discussed in detail,
circular punch and three-point bend test simulation models were used to
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understand separator layer failures, where these two simulation models showed
temperature variation with respect to applied force and displacement.

This

criterion is useful to carry out failure analysis where failure displacement and
applied force are used. Sequential failure also indicates an uncontrolled
distribution of temperature which is an important determinant of thermal
runaway detection in the case of abuse conditions.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
In the current research aims and objectives discussed in the introduction
chapter have been achieved, where the main objective of this research is to
challenge the mechanical integrity of lithium-ion batteries for thermal runaway
detection. Battery failure analysis is carried out where the set of experiments
are designed to conduct this analysis. Lack of research on SOC dependent
failures of lithium-ion 18650 batteries provided the opportunity to investigate this
in detail.
Location and intensity of short circuit, time for initial and complete failure of cells
and structural deformation are considered in great detail, where modified test
protocols which are evident from literature for detailed battery analysis are
used. Temperature analysis using infrared camera and thermocouples, which
was captured for the complete test data, was used. Results obtained showed
SOC dependency on failure pattern, where with different test protocols this
dependency varies. SOC dependency on thermal runaway is also evident from
Liu, et al. (2017). Many indicators for the occurrence of cell failures were
observed which are, force drop at the time of short circuit, temperature
increase, temperature change rate, displacement and sudden voltage drop.
Temperature values found by Sahraei, et al. (2012a) were between 40°C and
50°C at the point of short circuit occurrence, there are multiple factors for this
difference from current research where temperature raised to nearly 100°C or
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above. One of the reason is the initial SOC which was 10% in (Sahraei, et al.
2012a), however in current research SOC varies and results are explained
accordingly.
Thermal runaway occurrence was observed with temperature and voltage
variations, where testing was stopped immediately after the first instance of
short circuit. Sequential failures of battery following short circuit leading to
thermal runaway was observed, where high-temperature variations were
observed for the test with high SOCs. Due to a sharp edge, three-point bend
caused fracture of the cell. Structural analysis was carried out where nominal
stress-strain behaviour was studied and implemented. Failure stress and failure
strain at the point of the short circuit were calculated. Parameters investigated
in the experimental work including displacement, cut-off stress, failure strain
and force were used for the simulation model.
Numerical simulation model consisting of concentric layered model evident from
Siva, et al. (2015) for cylindrical 18650 lithium-ion battery was used. Concentric
layered numerical simulation model was not found in the literature which was
new and developed using solid elements in LS-DYNA. One of the big
advantages of using a concentric layered model is that layers are independent
of each other which is useful for amendments or changes to one or more layers
in the stack. Secondly, layer thicknesses can be changed to do more analysis
without much change in the model. Starting with a layered model of the single
battery stack, a complete cell model of 18650 cells was designed using LSDYNA simulation tool.
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As evident from results shown in previous chapter, the simulation model was
capable of capturing cell mechanical and thermal responses, where cell
electrochemistry and endcaps were not considered. Cell behaviour without
endcap due to compression loading was tested by Sahraei, et al. (2012a), so
for this research, a simulation model assuming no endcaps was used, where
the primary objective was to model a single cell with maximum layers, which
could be used for structural deformation behaviour and thermal response due to
deformation and extendable to multiple cells in the module.
Results obtained from simulation models correlated with experimental tests,
where significant improvement was observed including a number of elements
and short circuit failure criteria. To improve simulation results, additional failure
criteria including temperature variations and separator layer failures were
implemented in this research.
Separator failures were analysed using simulation model, where at maximum
displacement separator temperature increased significantly and dropped in
force was observed which was also documented in the literature that, at the
time of short circuit force drop, due to the internal stiffness of layers and
temperature startded to increase, but high temperatures which were
uncontrolled lead to thermal runaway. Another significant finding from separator
layer analysis is the high-temperature locations. As from Zhang, et al., 2016;
Zhang, et al., 2015b, separator failure occurs well in advance for short circuit,
three-point bend test which has immediate short circuit response and circular
punch test where a slow build-up of short circuit is evident from experimental
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work were further analysed for separator layer failure analysis using simulation
model.
Failure response of separators is in agreement with the experimental work
where in circular punch, failure of layers took place at the bottom of the cell,
which was due to a compression force and for three-point bend, all separator
layers showed high temperatures and change in shape.
Comparison of quasi-static and impact loading are used to understand
sequential failures of battery structure and temperature variations, where it was
evident form simulation results that quasi-static loading was suitable to predict
short circuit and possible thermal runaway. Due to impact loading it was difficult
to characterise battery failure as sudden structural and temperature changes
were evident from this analysis.
It can be concluded that proposed mechanical testing method was suitable for
battery testing for thermal runaway detection where various criteria were used
to detect early signs of thermal runaway. Numerical simulation model
incorporating more layers compared to available literature was suitable choice
when failure effects were investigated for every single layer in the model.
Thermal runaway process varied with SOC and type of loading, where initial
voltage drop and temperature rise at the time of loading were useful to predict
battery behaviour. Sequential layer failure was observed in numerical simulation
model where different temperature values and failure patterns were observed.
Separator failure may occur well in advance of other failures investigated and
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found to be correct in this research where all layers had high temperatures due
to loading. Simulation models can be used for analysis of the structural and
thermal behaviour of 18650 cells where electrochemistry of cell can be used to
enhance these results and predictions.
6.2 Future recommendations
Based on the findings in this research where several techniques were used to
investigate cylindrical lithium-ion cells for their mechanical failure behaviour and
possible thermal runaway, improvements could be made in future studies by
considering following recommendations.
1.

Microscale testing can be used where individual layer properties are taken
into account for crash analysis.

2.

Improved loading conditions can be used where both quasi-static and
dynamic loading scenarios can be used to challenge battery mechanical
integrity for experimental and post-impact analysis.

3.

The analysis should be widened to include internal resistance impact on
battery failure, where this failure can be in the form of heat generation and
temperature change.

4.

A mathematical model representing sequential failures can be used for
detailed investigation.
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5.

Thermocouples can be implanted inside the cell between cell casing and
jellyroll to observe temperature between jellyroll and skin; however, this
temperature location should be clearly mentioned.

6.

Cell electrochemistry is not considered for simulation in this research
which should be considered with maximum possible parameters.

7.

Implementation of the concentric model for simulation is useful where
battery failure response is investigated, but following improvements can be
made to this model.
a.

Layer thickness should be as accurate as possible to match realtime cell properties

b.

More in-depth analysis using local failures should be considered

c.

Endcaps of the cell should be included, to better represent cell
model

d.

Simulation time should be larger; however, computation efficiency
should be considered in this regard

e.

More layers should be involved to set failure criteria, but these
criteria should be in accordance with the experimental work and
available research.
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